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Letter to Editor 

Classification - a 
philosophical question 

Sic, 
In the early 1960s, lasers were being developed 

and they were kno'Ntl as "a solution looking for a 
problem". They found them, of course, but it took 
time. The neural network techniques available Cor 
classification seem to be in the same category. We 
have techniques such as two hidden layer backpro
pagation and Cascade Correlation [4] which can 
resolve multidimensional interlocking but not 
overlapping classes (cfthe two spirals dataset) bqt 
are there any such datasets in the real world? 

All the real world classification datasets that we 
have tried are close to being linearly separable (7] 
- even genuine XOR type of classifications af@ 

rare. The main stumbling block as to whether th.c::y 
can be classified fully seems more to do with 
statistical overlap than interlocking classificatj.ops, 

Is this a manifestation of a human trait? If we 
have objects, which have many features, and plpt 
instances of these objects in the multidimensional 
feature space and tind that they all fall into twg 
non-overlapping but interlocking volumes, wgylq a. 
person, classifying the objects directly from tD(: 
data available, put them into two distinct cl~!!$? 
If the interlocking is slight then the answer i~ 
probably 'yes' with possibly some ambiguoq11 !;~es 
(classify blue/green colours- where do the 
turquoise ones go?). The evidence suggests !bat th.e 
answer for highly interlocking classes is 'no' aliA 
thus we have a tool (Cascade Correlation) tha,~ !::all 
do something we don't (don't because we cai!'Q, 

We have searched for such databases by ~QQJWtg 
for classifications that are based on data that i$ qot 
available to the neural network. In that way tPe 
human classification might be linearly sep~~llJe l;mt 
the feature vectors given to the neural netwQ~ 
could be interlocking. One such problem i~ the 
classification of galaxies into the Hobble §equc:m~ 
from elliptical galaxies through spirals to iqegul;lf 
galaxies. The human classifi~ti~n is_ don.e by 
looking at the galaxy and classifymg tt 3$ to tts 
spatial distribution of light output We find ti)at [ 1 J 
the same sequence can be learned using data frqm 
the RC3 catalogue [3] which does not inQ)!Ide anY 
spatial distribution info~a~on. ~e c~rmt:ction 
between the spatial distnbuuon ot the hgtn output 
and the parameters in the RC3 catalogue is an 
interesting physics problem but from a neural 
network point of view the database is ~sentially 
linearly separable with some ambiguity due to 
overlapping classes. Another problem where the 
class is based on information not available to tbe 
neural network is in author attribution, For liter-dl)' 
works where the authorship is not in question (the 
author is still alive and no-one questions that he/she 
wrote the work) the classification is based on that 
information. The feature vectors for the neural 
network include frequency counts of particular 
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wor(ls, sentence lengths etc. All such databases that 
we have seen are linearly separable and usually do 
not have overlap [6]. 

A related question is how the datasets that are 
available which h~ve overlapping classes were 
constructed. A data set which we have used for 
many years classifies weed seeds on the basis of 
measurements such as diameters, length of the 
perimeter, area etc. We are assured that there are 
no misclassifications yet the classes overlap in the 
feature space that we have. If it is true that there 
are no misclassifications then the expert who 
classified them used information which is not 
documented and available as part of the feature 
vector. 

We have failed to tind any real world 
classification datasets where the complexity in 
feature space approaches the complexity of the two
spirals dataset. 

Is this a pointer to the fact that we are incapable 
of performing such classifications or is it just that 
the repositories of standard datasets [2, 5] and other 
sources, by chance do not contain any? 

Antlwny Adams 
Department of Maths. and Computing Science 
The University of the South Pacific 
Suva, Fiji Islands 
Email: adams_a@usp.ac.fj 
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Abstract 

Analyzing fuzzy risk evaluation 
with Function Principle 

Chih-Hsun Hsieha, Shan-Huo Chen
6 

a Department of Information Management, Tamsui Oxford University College, 

32. Chen-Li street, Tamsui 251, Taipei, Taiwan, R.O.C 

b Department of Shipping and Transportation Mamigement, National Taiwan Ocean University, 

2 Peining Rd , Keelung 20224, Taiwan, R.O.C 

The fuzzy risk evaluation of a tree system is discussed, especially in the case of computer security system under the 
attributes of linguistic datum. This paper gives a new algoritllm to evaluate fuzzy risk of the system. The algorithm 
uses triangular fitzzy numbers to represent linguistic datum, and uses Function Principle to calculate fozzy values of the 
system. A suitable linguistic data with largest degree of similarity using total utility value is selected to represent the 
fuzzy total risk value-:.._ fuzzy risk evaluation of the system. If there has same largest degree of similarity of the fuzzy total 
risk value with two linguistic datum, then a suitable linguistic data with smaller dissemblance index is selected as 
representation of fuzzy risk evaluation of the system. 

1. Introduction 
The risks associated with many important projects are potentially serious and have ramifications throughout our society. 
Two examples where the determination of risk is both difficult and important are: (I) the risk to human life in a space 
launch and (2) the risk of compromise of personal data stored in computer system. To be able somehow to reasonably 
estimate the risk to human life associated with as complex and mult;-faceted an undertaking as a space launch would aid 
technicians alike in evaluating tradeoffs for safety that must be made both before and during the launch. Similarly, to be 
able to meaningfully estimate the risk of compromise to confidential personal data in a computer system is essential in 
deciding on the security measures to be installed on the system and the security practices to followed by its users. The 
above difficult part of determination of risk lies in two completely separate phenom.':na: overall complex and inherent 
imprecision. In the space launch problem, the overall environment is a complex arrangement of dependent interlocking 
events. The other problem of inherent imprecision remains to complicate the task of estimating risk [ 12]. 

In classic, the concept of probability is used to process the problem of imprecision. It looks great to the casual observer, 
but it fails to take into account perturbations that are possible in the real world. In order to improve the pseudo-accuracy 
of the numerical estimate to gain the believability and confidence of an inexact, ·'fuzzy" estimate that is both more realistic 
and easier to interpret. In 1965. Zadeh [16] proposed the fuzzy sets theory- the notion of the plausibility of set 
membership leads to the generalization of the degree of membership in a set. In 1978, Dubois and Prade [6) defined 
fuzzy number to represent linguistic data, such as "High", "Low" , and "Good" etc,. Recently, many papers, [4], [5], [7], 
[8), [ 11), [14), applies fuzzy sets theory on risk evaluation, especially, in business or industry. 

In 1984, Schmucker [12) introduced an automated risk analysis package, be named FRA, that have been implemented 
by the Computer Security Research Group at the George Washington University for analyzing the risk evaluation of 
computer security system. The FRA transfers linguistic datum into discrete fuzzy sets which used four fuzzy linguistic 
hedges (over the universe {I. 2. 3. 4} ), such as Very Low = { 1.011 , 0.2/2. 0/3. 0/4 }. Low= { 1.011 , 0.6/2, 0.1 /3, 0/4 }. 
and Medium= { 0.2/1. 1.0/2, 1.013. 0.2/4 }, and use Extension Principle to calculate fuzzy total risk value of the system . 
Then Best Fit method is used to calculate distances between fuzzy total risk value and some linguistic datum for 
transferring fuzzy total risk value into linguistic data. For example. suppose X= {x/i 11~ i ~}and Y= { y/i 1 I::; i ::;4} 
are two fuzzy sets. then the distance between X and Y by Best Fit method is 

But FRA has two drawbacks as follows. 
(i) In 1985, Chen [I] showed that multiplication of two trapezoidal fuzzy numbers by using Extension Principle would 

result in fuzzy number with a drum-shape membership function . lt would be very hard to find the result of more than 
fourtimes multiplication of trapezoidal fuzzy numbers by Extension Principle. Therefore, FRA calculated fuzzy total 
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risk evaluation by fuzzy arithmetical operations with Extension Principle, it will be difficult to process the tree system 
having more than four levels. 

(ii) Best Fit method may not find a suitable linguistic data for fuzzy total risk value of a system when fuzzy total risk value 
has same distance to two linguistic datum. For example, assume A={0.8/I, 0.4/2, 0.05/3 , 0/4} is fuzzy total risk 
value, and Very Low = { l.0/1, 0.2/2, 0/3, 0/4} and Low ={ 1.0/1, 0.6/2, 0. 113, 0/4} are two linguistic datum, then the 
distances between A and Very Low, and between A and Low an.~' 

d(A, Very Low) = J<o.s- 1.o)2 + (OA- 0.2)2 + {o.os- 0) 2 + (O- o)2 = 0.287228, 

d(A, Low)= J <o.s-I.o)2 + (OA- o.6)2 + (O.os- o.1)2 + (O- o)2 = 0.287228. 

It shows that fuzzy total risk value A has same distance (0.287228) to Very Low. and to Low. 
In order to improve the above drawbacks of FRA, we introduce a new algorithm for evaluating the fuzzy risk of a 

system. The algorithm uses triangular fuzzy numbers to represent linguistic datum, and uses Chen ' s Function Principle 
[2], instead of Extension Principle, to process fuzzy arithmetical operations, because it does not change the type of 
membership function of trapezoidal fuzzy number after arithmetical operations. In addition, the linguistic data with 
largest degree of similarity by total utility values [9] between fuzzy total ri?k value and all linguistic datum in a tree 
system is selected to represent the fuzzy total risk value of the system . When fuzzy total risk value has same largest 
degree of-similarity to two linguistic datum, then dissemblance index [10], that is a normalized distance between two 
fuzzy numbers, is calculated, and the linguistic data with smaller dissemblanc(,l index is selected as representation of fuzzy 
total risk value. Although the probability of getting same dissemblctnce i11dex is extremely low, if there has same 
dissemblance index, then random number function in computer system is used to select one of two linguistic datum to 
represent the fuzzy total risk value of the system. 

This paper is divided into seven sections. In section 2, we describe the arithmetical operations with Function Principle, 
and total utility value of fuzzy number. Section 3 studies the notions of both degree of similarity with total utility values 
of two fu~ numbers and dissemblance index of two fuzzy numbers. A new algorithm of fuzzy risk evaluation of a tree 
system is introduced in section 4. In section 5, we design a computer program with our new algorithm. In section 6, we 
use the example of computer security system in [ 12] and designed program to evaluate the fuzzy total risk of the system. 

2. Fuzzy theory 
In 1965, Zadeh presented his paper "Fuzzy Set". It marked the start of a revolution in science relative to uncertainty, the 
effects cif which are still being explored. There has been a rapid expansion in the theoretical development of fuzzy set 
theory, and has applied to many field of science. 

2.1. Triangular fuzzy number and linguistic data 

A fuzzy number in real line R is a fuzzy subset of R that is normal and convex [I 0). The membership function of a fuzzy 
number can be viewed as possibility distribution. A typical fuzzy number is a triangular fuzzy number that is a particular 
case ofsemisymmetric L-R fuzzy number. Here, we describe the notion of triangular fuzzy number as follow. 

Suppose A is a triangular fuzzy number_ be denoted as A= (c, a, d), then fl..A.. (x) is the membership function of A as 

shown in Figure I, and 

fl.A.(x) = 

X - C 

a - c 

L 

X - d 

a - d 

x = a. 

a 5; x s d. 

0. otherwise. 

) 
X 

Figure I. The membership function of A . 

A linguistic data differs from a numerical data in that its values are not numbers but words or sentences in a natural or 
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artificial language. Since words are less precise than numbers, the concept of a linguistic data serves the purpose of 
providing a means of approximate characterization of phenomena, which are too complex or too ill defined to be 
amenable to description in conventional quantitative terms. In this study, we assume a linguistic set U ={Extremely High, 
Very High, High to Very High, Rather High, High, Top Medium to High, Medium to High, Medium, Top Low to Medium, 
Low to Medium, Low, Rather Low, Low to Very Low, Very Low, Extremely Low}. Furthermore, we transfer these 
linguistic datum in U into triangular fuzzy numbers as in Table I. 

linguistic data triangular fuzzy number 
Extremely High (0.94, 0.97, 1.00) 
Very High (0.85, 0.90, 0.95) 
High to Very High (0.80, 0.83, 0.86) 
Rather High (0.69, 0.75, 0.81) 
High (0.60, 0.65, 0.70) 
Top Medium to High (0.58, 0.61, 0.64) 
Medium to High (0.55, 0.58, 0.61) 
Medium (0.50, 0.55, 0.60) 
Top Low to Medium (0.45, 0.50, 0.55) 
Low io Medium (0.40, 0.45, 0.50) 
Low (0.30, 0.36, 0.42) 
Rather Low (0.24, 0.30, 0.36) 
Low to Very Low (0.18, 0.24, 0.30) 
Very Low (0.12, 0.18, 0.24) 
Extremely Low (0.06, 0.12, 0.18) 

Table I. Linguistic datum in U and corresponding triangular fuzzy numbers. 

2.2. Fuzzy arithmetical operations with Function Principle 

In this paper, Chen's Function Principle is used to be as fuzzy arithmetical operations between triangular fuzzy numbers. 
Because we only use the fuzzy addition, fuzzy multiplication, and fuzzy division of positive fuzzy number with Function 
Principle in this paper, so we describe these fuzzy operations as follows . 

Suppose M ={ c~> a" d1) and N = ( c2• a2, d2) are two triangular fuzzy numbers, then the fuzzy addition ffi, fuzzy 
multiplication ®, and fuzzy division 0 with Function Principle are 

M ffi N = ( c 1+c2 , a,+a2 , d,+d2 ), 

M ® N = ( c1c2 , a,a~, d,d2 ), 

M 0 N = (c, + d2 , a, + a2 , d, + c2 ). 

where. c1, a1, d1, c2, a2, d2 are positive real numbers. 

For example, let M= (3, 4, 5) and N =(I, 2, 3) be two triangular fuzzy numbers, the results of fuzzy addition, fuzzy 

multiplication, and fuzzy division of M and N are 

M EB N = (3+1. 4+2. 5+3) = (4. 6, 8), 

M® N=(3xl,4x2,5x3)=(3,8, 15), 

M 0 N = (3+3, 4+2. 5+1) =<I. 2. 5). 

Furthermore. the corresponding operation diagram is shown in Figure 2. 

< _ .. _ .. _, ____ ) M EB N 

( -----------) M ® N 

--- --~-~-~~~(-;::···------~---~-~---- M 0 N 
V \ .. " -~--.... -.._ 

-.. ... ....... 

Figure 2. Results of operations. 

2.3. Total utility value of fuzzy number 

In 1985. Chen (3] presented utility value with Maximizing set and Minimizing set for ranking n fuzzy numbers. The 
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following definition is total utility value of one of n triangular fuzzy numbers A; , i= I, 2, ···, n. 

Definition 2.3.1. Let M and G be the Maximizing set and the Minimizing set of n triangular fuzzy numbers A; , i= I, 

2, ···, n as shown in Figure 3, and the membership function of M and G (~M and J.IG) are 

{ 

X-Xmin 

J.IM (X) = Xmax - Xmin ' 

0, 

{ 

X- Xma, 

~G(X) = Xmin- Xmax ' 

0, 

Xmin ~X~ Xm~ 

otherwise 

Xmin ~ X ~ Xmax 

otherwise 

where S; = {x Ill;._ (x)> 0 }, S =uS;, and Xmax= supS, x"';" = infS. 

Then U\1( A; ) and UG( A; ) are right utility valu~ h11sed QO Maximizing set M and left utility value based on Minimizing 

set G respectively, and 

U~1( A;) =sup ( llj., (x) A~~.{;'\) ) 
= (d;- Xmin) I ((xmax-Xm;n) = (it;=A;)}, 

UG( A; ) =sup ( llj., (x) A ~dx) ) 
= (Xma,-C;) I ((xmax-xmin) * (a;=C;)), 

Hence, the total utility value of A; is 

i=l,2; ·· ,n. (I) 

A~ ,.A; ....... . 
).!M :( -··-··-··-··-··-··-··) 
).!G :( --------------) 

X 

0 

Fi;ur~ ~.The membership functions of M and G. 

For example, ·'Low"= (0.30, 0.36, OA;.n i!l 11 linguistic data in Table I. Then the total utility value of·'Low•· is calculated 
with the Maximizing set and the Minimi~!ng ~etofalllinguistic datum in Table I as follows. 
By Definition 2.3. I , we get Xmax = 1.00 i!nd ~min = 0.06. 
By formula (I), the total utility value of•'J..ow'' i!> 

U L ) _ I ( 0.4:b-O.Q(l I 1.00-0.30 ] 
T( OW -- + - - - ------

2 (I.OQ.,Q.Q6}-(0 36-0.42) (1.00-0.06)1-(0.36-0.30) 

= 0.33. 

3. Similarity of fuzzy num.bers 

In 1996. Hsieh [9] introduced degrt;Je of similarity with total utility value to measure similarity between two fuzzy 
numbers. Now, we study the definition of degree of similarity with total utility values of fuzzy numbers. 

Definition 3.1. Suppose A and B are two triangular fuzzy numbers. Then the degree of similarity with total utility 

values between A and B is 
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where UT( A) and UT( B) are the total utility values of A and B respectively. This similarity is called as total utility 

similarity. 

The total utility similarity is a new concept. It means that the larger similarity of A and B shows they are more 

similar. 

Property I: Suppose A and B are two triangular fuzzy numbers, then 
~ ~ 

min(UT(A), UT(B)) 

where UT( A) and UT( B) are the total utility values of A and B, respectively. 

Proof. If UT( A)~ UT( B), then 

~UT(A~UT(B) ~ ~ = UT(~)UT(~) =UT(~) = min(UT(~), UT(~)) . 
max(UT(A)UT(A), UT(B)UT(8)) UT(A)UT(A) UT(A) max(UT(A), UT(8)) 

Similarly, if UT( A ) < UT( B), then 

Remark: The degree of similarity with total utility values of A and B can also be defined as 
~ ~ 

S( A, B) = min(UT(~), UT(~)) . 
max(UT(A), UT(B)) 

In 1993, Sudkamp [13] redefined similarity relation by changing Zadeh's •-transitivity [15] into the Lukasiewicz T
norm (®). Here we show some properties of total utility similarity of fuzzy numbers based on Sudkamp's similarity 
relation of fuzzy numbers as following. 

Property 2. Let F be a set of triangular fuzzy numbers, then S( •, •) in Definition 3.1 satisfies the following properties: 

(i)O:s;S(A,8):s;I,VA, 8 EF, 

(ii)S(A,B)=S(B,A), VA, BE F, 

(iii) S( A' A)= l, V A E F, 

(iv) S( A, C);::: S(A , B)© S(B, C), 

where x © y = max{O, x + y- I}, the© function is the Lukasiewicz T-norm [13]. 

Proof. It is easy to see that S(•, •) satisfies properties (i), (i0 and (iii). 

To prove (iv). Suppose UT( C )::;UT( B )::;UT( A), then 

.._. ........ - - ...... ....., --.. ._. - ........ 

S( A ,C)-S(A, 8)©S( 8, C)=Ur(C) I UT (A) -max {0, Ur(8) I UT( A)+ Ur( C)/ UT( B) - I} -

If UT( B) I UT( A) + UT( C) I UT( B) - I ::;; 0, then 

- ....... ..-.. ....... ..-... -
S( A, C)-S( A, B)©( 8, C )=UT( C) I UT( A) - 0 ;::: 0. 

If Ur( 8) 1 UT( A)+ UT( c) 1 Ur( 8)- I > o, then 

S( A , c )-S( A , 8) © se 8, c)= UT( c) 1 Ur( A) - [UT( 8) 1 Ur( A) + UT( c) 1 Ur( 8) - 1 1 

=((UT( A )-Ur( 8 ))(UT( 8 )-UT( c )))I (Ur( A )UT( 8 ));::: o. 
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That is S( A , C) ~ S( A , B) © S( B, C). 

Similarly, we can prove the other cases of the order Of UT( A), UT( B), and Ut( C), such as UT( A ):5:UT( B) :5: UT( C), 

UT( B) :5: UT(A}:5: UT( C), UT( B) :5: UT( C) :5: UT( A), UT(C)::o; UT(A):5:UT(B), and UT(A):5:UT(C):5:UT(B). 

For example, let A =(0.25, 0.28, 0.47) be a triang\ll<tr fuzzy number, and "Low" and "High" be two linguistic datum in 

Table 1. Then we calculate the degrees of similarity betw~1';q A and "Low", and between A and "High" as follows. 

By formula (1) with the Maximizing set and Minimizing set of both A and all linguistic datum in Table 1, we find 

UT(Low) = UT((0.30,0.36,0.42)) = 0.33, 

UT(High) = UT((0.60,0.65,0~70)) =0.621212, 

and UT( A)= UT((0.25,0.28,0.47)) = 0.294818. 

Then, the degrees of similarity between A and "Low", and between A and "High" are 

s A L = (0.294818)(0.33) . =(0.294818)(0.33) 0.29481 
· ( ' ow) max((0.33)(0.33),(0.294818 )(0.294a 1-lhj (0.33)(0.33) 0.33 °·8933 88

• 

S(A Hi h) (0.294818)(0.621212) 0.294818:::-Q.474585 _ 
, g (0.621212)(0.621212) 0.621212 -

These show that A is more similar to "Low" than "High". 

In addition, distance measure is often used as measuring !ilmilarity of fuzzy numbers. In 1991, Kaufmann et al. [10] 

considered a distance measure of two fuzzy numbers combined by tht;~ intervals of a-cuts of fuzzy numbers. Suppose 

A ={a1, a2, a3) and B =(b1, b2, b3) are two triangular fuzzy nymbers as in Figure 4, then the distance between A and B is 

where [a1(a), a3{a)] and [b 1(a), b3(a)J are the closed interval of a-cut of fuzzy number A and B respectively. 

It is interesting that the distance d( A , B )can be computed by adding areas of triangles (Figure. 4) as 

area CDF +area FGD +area DEG +area EGH. 

Moreover, the normalized distance of A and B is 

- ~ ~ -
8( A, B)={ 1/[2W2-13 1)]}d( A, B) 

=l/[2(13z-13J] r· (la.(a)-b.(a)l+lal(a)-bl((),)l )da, (2) 

where l3 1 and 132 are given any convenient values in order to surround all supports of two fuzzy numbers as in Figure 4. It 

may also be called the dissemblance index of A and B [ 1 0]. 

1 ------------------------
I 
1 a1(a) 

a _ _1 __ _ 
I 
I 
I 

0 
X 

Figure 4. Concepts of the dissemblance index between A ={a1, a2, a3) and B=(b1, b2, bJ. 

For example, let A =(I, 3, 5) and B=(2, 3, 5) be two triangular fuzzy numbers, and let 13 1=1 and 132=5, then the 

dissemblance index between A and B is 

8( A, B)=1/[2(5-1)] £ (l(2a+1)- (a+2)1+1(-2a+5)- (-2a+5)1 )da 

=118 £ (1(2a+1)- (a+2)1 )da= 1/8[1/2]=0.0625. 
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4. Algorithm 

In order to analyze fuzzy risk evaluation of a tree system, the node of the system is denoted as 

Name: 
Item 1 : linguistic judgment data 

Item 2 : linguistic judgment data 

Item n : linguistic judgment data 

where item 1, item 2, ·····, item n are the judgment attributes of node (e.g ., the likelihood of loss, the severity of loss, the 
reliability estimate, weight in the computer security system). Now, we introduce a new algorithm for analyzing fuzzy 
risk evaluation of a tree system as follows. 

Step 1: Transfer all linguistic judgment datum of each node into triangular fuzzy numbers. 

Step 2: Find the postorder base: Traverse the left subtree of root until it is a leaf. 

Step 3: Calculate the fuzzy evaluation value (FE) of the leaf as 

n ~ ~ 

FE = L W®ITi 
i=l 

where n is the number of items of the leaf, ITi is the fuzzy evaluation value of the ith item of the leaf, and W is 

the fuzzy weight of the leaf. 

Step 4: If the leaf has no right brother then go to step 6, otherwise go to step 5. 

Step 5: If the right brother is a leaf then go to step 3, otherwise traverse the left subtree until it is a leaf, then go to sti!p 

3. 

Step 6: Calculate the fuzzy average evaluation values (FAE) of the root of the subtree as 

m "' 
F AE = <I F-Ej )0 <I -wj ). 

j;J j;l 

where FEj is the fuzzy evaluation value of jth child of the subtree, Wj is the fuzzy weight of jth child of the 

subtree. 

Step 7: If the root of the subtree is the root of the tree system then go to step 8, otherwise set FAE to FE, then go to 

step 4. 

Step 8: Calculate the total utility value of the fuzzy average evaluation value (fuzzy total risk value) of the root and 

each linguistic data of tree system with the Maximizing set and the Minimizing set of F AE and all linguistic 

datum of the tree system. 

Step 9: Calculate the degrees of similarity between fuzzy total risk value and each linguistic data of the tree system. 

Step 10: If the largest degree of similarity is unique, the linguistic data with the largest similarity is selected to 
represent the fuzzy total risk evaluation of the tree system, then go to step 14. Otherwise, go to step 11. 

Step 11: Calculate the dissemblance indexes between fuzzy total risk value and each linguistic data with same largest 
similarity. 

Step 12: If the minimization dissemblance index is unique, the linguistic data with the minimization dissemblance 
index is selected to represent the fuzzy total risk evaluation of the tree system, then go to step 14. Otherwise, 
go to step 13. 

Step 13: Use RND (random number) function in computer system to create a random number RN (0 <RN< 1). If 
RN is greater than 0.5 then select upper linguistic data to represent the fuzzy total risk value of the tree system, 
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otherwise select the low one to represent the fuzzy total risk value of the tree system. 

Step 14: Print the fuzzy (linguistic) risk evaluation of the system. 

5. Computer program 
According to the new algorithm, we use VISUAL BASIC (VB) computer language to design a program on the interfaces 
of Windows 95 operating system. This program has three major phases. The first phase, a data base system is created 
to store the datum of a tree system using database package ACCESS97. The second phase, postorder method is used to 
traverse tree nodes, then fuzzy evaluation values of leaves or fuzzy average evaluation values of root of each subtree are 
calculated. The third phase, a suitable linguistic data is selected to represent the fuzzy total risk value. The source 
program is summarized in Appendix I. 

6. Example 
The example of computer security system with linguistic datum nodes in Figure 5 [12, pp. 60] is used to analyze the fuzzy 
risk evaluation of the system by using our new algorithm. The results obtained by our designed program are summarized 
as follows. 

Total system 

Physical Security Software Security Personnel Security 

weight: low to medium weight: high weight: extremely high 

Bad2es c~.~~tr 24-Hour Operation UtilitY Polvl!raoh Background 
guard "eu t .-~ investigation 

weight: Likelihood: Likelihood 
:medium to ikelihood Likelihood weight: extremely medium to weight: high 

high : rather :very low extremely high high 
high high 

Severity Severity: 
: extremely 

high 
Severity: very htgh 

~ 
extremely 

low 
~ S<v<>ity 1\ 

Log on File access Super user In-house Contractor In-house In~estigation 
·access investi2ation 

Likelihood Likelihood: Likelihood 
Likelihood low Likeli1~~od low ~~dlto ~~~~~~~?~h Likelihood: 

:high t~ very verv w ium very low 
Severity: Severity: 

~ 

very high Severity: high Severity: Severity: Severity: 
Severity : extremely very high extremely extremely 
very high high high high 

Figure 5. Example of computer security system. 

First, by step I, all linguistic judgment datum of computer security system are transferred into triangular fuzzy numbers 
according to Table I. The results are summarized in Table 2 to Table 4. 

Likelihood 

Severity 

Physical Security 

Fuzzy weight: (0.40,0.45,0.50) 

Badges Cipher Lock 24-Hour Guard 

(0.55,0.58,0.61) (0.69,0. 75,0.81) (0.12,0.18,0.24) 

(0.94,0.97,1.00) (0.60,0.65,0. 70) (0.85,0.90,0.95) 

Table 2. Triangular fuzzy numbers of 
each child of Physical Security. 
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Software Security 

Fuzzy weight: (0.60,0.65,0.70) 

Operation System Utility 

Fuzzy weight: (0.94,0.97,1.00) Fuzzy weight: (0.85,0.90,0.95) 

Logon password File access Super user access In-house Contractor 

Likelihood (0.80,0.83,0.86) (0.30,0.36,0.42) (0.12,0.18,0.24) Likelihood (0.30,0.36,0.42) (0.40,0.45,0.50) 

Severity (0.85,0.90,0.95) (0.85,0.90,0.95) (0.94,0.97, 1.00) Severity (0.60,0.65,0.70) (0.94,0.97,1.00) 

Table 3. Triangular fuzzy numbers of each child of Software Security. 

Personnel Security 

Fuzzy weight: (0.94,0.97,1.00) 

Polygraph Background investigation 

Fuzzy weight: (0.60,0.65,0.70) 

Likelihood I (0.55,0.58,0.61) In-house investigation Investigation firm 

Severity I (o.o6,o.12,o.18) Likelihood (0.69,0.75,0.81) (0.12,0.18,0.24) 

Severity (0.94,0.97' 1.00) (0.94,0.97, 1.00) 

Table 4. Triangular fuzzy numbers of each child of Personnel Security. 

Second, set fuzzy value of Likelihood item in each leaf as fuzzy weight of the leaf, and by step 2 through step 7 the fuzzy 
evaluation values of each node from the postorder base (Badges node) to the root (Total system node) of the system are 
calculated. We summarize the results in Table 5 to Table 8. 

FE 
FAE 
FAE 

Winter 1998 

Physical Security 

Fuzzy weight: (0.40,0.45,0.50) 

Badges Cipher Lock I 24-Hour Guard 

FE (0.51 ,0.56,0.61) (0.41 ,0.48,0.56) l (0.10,0.16,0.22) 

FAE ( 0.61, 0.79, 1.02) 

Table 5. The fuzzy evaluation values ofleaf nodes and the 
fuzzy average evaluation value of Physical Security. 

Software Security 

Weight: (0.60,0.65,0.70) 

0 eration System Utility 

Logon password File access I Super user access In-house I Contractor 

(0.68,0. 74,0.81) (0.25,o.32,o.4o) I (0.11, o.11, o.24) FE <o.l8,o.23,o.29) I (0.34,0.41,o.48) 

FE 

FAE 

(0.68,0.89, 1.18) FAE (0.57,0.79,1.10) 

(0.59,0.85, 1.19) 

Table 6. The fuzzy evaluation values of leaf nodes and the 
fuzzy average evaluation values of Software Security. 

Personnel Security 

Weight: (0.94,0.97, 1.00) 

Polygraph Background investigation 

I <o.o3,o.o7,o.ll> In-house investigation I Investigation firm 

F-E (0.64,0. 72,0.81) I (0.11 ,0.18,0.24) 

FAE (0.71,0.97,1.3) 

I (0.37,0.55,0.89) 

Table 7. The fuzzy evaluation values of leaf nodes and the fuzzy 
average evaluation value of Personnel Security. 
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Total System 

. ~hysical Security I Software Security I PersonneJ Security 

FE (0.24,0.36,0.52) I (0.36,0.55,0.85) I (0.35,0.55,0.89) 

FAE (0.48,0.70, 1.16) 
" 

Table 8: The. fuzzy average evaluation value of Total System. 

From Table 8, the fuzzy average evaluation value (FAE =(0.48, 0.70, 1.16)) of Total system node is seen as the fuzzy 

total risk value of the computer security system. 

Third, a suitable linguistic data is selected to repre§en~ t;he fuzzy total risk value as follows. 

By step 8, the total utility value of the fuzzy tot~;~! risk value with the Maximizing set and Minimizing set of all linguistic 
datum in Table l and the fuzzy total risk value is 

UT ( ( 0.48, 0.70, 1.16)) = 0.5981362. 

Then the total utility values of each linguistic data with the Maximizing set and Minimizing set of all linguistic datum in 
Table l and the fuzzy total risk value are calculated, and we summarize the results in Table 9. 

linguistic data tot<ll utility value 
Extremely High 0.8170627 
Very High 0,7508003 
High to Very High o:69J3992 
Rather High 0.6195659 
High O.S33!i060 
Top Medium to High 0.4990708 
Medium to High ·-0.4725714 
Medium 0.4470083 
Top Low to Medium 0.4036094 
Low to Medium 0.3602105 
Low 0.2'839677 
Rather Low 0.2323372 
Low to Very Low 0.1807067 
Very Low 0.1290762 
Extremely Low 0.0774457 

Table 9. The total utility value of linguistic data. 

By step 9, we obtain the degrees of similarity betwet~n (0.48, 0,70, 1.16) and each linguistic data in Table I, and 
summarize the results in Table 10. 

d~gree of similarity 
linguistic data between (0.48, 0.70, 1.16) 

lllld each linguistic data 
Extremely High 0.7320567 
Very High 0.7966650 
High to Very High 0.8626146 
Rather High 

.. 
0.9654118 

High 0.8924488 
Top Medium to High 0.8343764 

.. 
Medium to High 0.7900733 
Medium 0.7473352 
Top low to Medium 0.6747784 
low to Medium 0.6022215 
Low 0.4747542 
Rather Low 0.3884353 
Low to Very Low 0.3021163 
Very Low 0.2157974 
Extremely Low 0.1294784 

Table I 0. The degree of similarity between (0.48, 
0. 70, 1.16) and each linguistic data. 
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By step I 0, since the largest degree of similarity (0. 9654118) in Table 10 is unique, hence the suitable linguistic data is 
Rather High which is selected to represent the fuzzy total risk value -- the fuzzy risk evaluation of the computer security 
system. 

Remark: The calculated fuzzy value of computer security system do not need to fall in the range, [0.06, 1], of all fuzzy 
numbers of original linguistic datum set, because we just want to select a suitable linguistic data in original 
linguistic datum set to be as the fuzzy risk evaluation of computer security system by using total utility similarity. 

7. Conclusion 

This paper gives a new algorithm for analyzing fuzzy risk evaluation of a tree system under attributes of linguistic datum. 
We use postorder method to traverse tree nodes, and use triangular fuzzy numbers, instead of discrete fuzzy sets in FRA, 
to transfer linguistic datum. The Function Principle, which does not change the type of membership function on fuzzy 
operations, is used to calculate fuzzy values of the tree system in order to reduce the trouble and tediousness of fuzzy 
operations. 

Based on human perception, the estimated fuzzy risk evaluation of the tree system should be one of the original 
linguistic datum. It is possible to obtain a same result through one mathematical formula with two group of different 
datum in arithmetical sense, but our new algorithm uses multi-testing, which includes total utility similarity, dissemblance 
index, and random number, to make sure we can select a suitable linguistic data to represent the fuzzy total risk value of 
the tree system. 

The method can also be used to evaluate the reliability level of computer security system, and to calculate the quality 
level of products. How many linguistic datum are used to evaluate the rank of a security system? It depends on the 
detail of our considering. Usually, 5 levels (7 levels) of linguistic datum, such as Very High, High, Medium, Low, Very 
Low, are enough. 

In the future, we will try to develop a multi purposes package with the interface of Windows system under the base of 
this VB program. 
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APPENDIX I 

Private Sub Check I Click() 
lfCheckl.Value= !-Then 

Text3.Text = Str(Vai(Text4.Text) + I) 
Combo4.Addltem Textl.Text 

Endlf 
End Sub 
Private Sub Combol_Ciick() 
TextS .Text= Combo l.ltemData(Combo l.Listlndex) 
End Sub 
Private Sub Combo2_Ciick() 
Text6.Text = Combo2.ItemData(Combo2.Listlndex) 
End Sub 
Private Sub Combo3_Ciick() 
Text? .Text= Combo3.ltemData(Combo3.Listlndex) 
End Sub 
Private Sub Combo4 Click() 
Text2.Text = Combo4.Text 
End Sub 
Private Sub Commandi_Qick() 
Dim mybookmark As Variant 
Fori = 3 To I Step -1 
fack(l) = "level=" & i 
Datal.Recordset.FindFirst (fack( I)) 
Do While Datai.Recordset.NoMatch =False 
fack(2) ="name=" & '"" & Datai.Recordset("perant") & '"" 
a= Datal.Recordset("likelihood") 
b = Datal.Recordset("severity") 
c = Datal.Recordset("count") 
d=a+b+c 
mybookmark = Datai.Recordset.Bookmark 
Data I.Recordset.FindFirst (fack(2)) 
e =· Datal.Recordset("count") 
f=d + e 
Data I . Recordset. Edit 
Datal.Recordset("count") = f 
Data I. Record set. Update 
Datal.Recordset.Bookmark = mybookmark 
Data I.Recordset.FindNext (fack( I)) 
Loop 
Next i 
g=O 
fack(l) ="level= I" 
Data I.Recordset.FindFirst (fack(l )) 
Do While Datal.Recordset.NoMatch = False 

g = g + Data I.Recordset("count") 
Data I. Recordset. F indNext ( fack( I )) 

Loop 
Datai.Recordset.FindFirst (Level = 0) 
Datai.Recordset.Edit 
Datal.Recordset("count") = g 
Datai.Recordset.Update 
End Sub 
Private Sub Command2_Ciick() 

Datai.Recordset.Delete 
Datai.Retresh 

End Sub 
Private Sub Command3_Ciick() 
End 
End Sub 
Private Sub Command4_Ciick() 
Data I. Recordset.MoveFirst 
While Not Datal.Recordset.EOF 

Data I.Recordset.Edit 
Datai.Recordset!Count = 0 
Datai.Recordset'numl = 0 
Data I . Recordset1 num2 = 0 

Datal.Recordset!num3 = 0 
Datal.Recordset!el I= 0 
Datal.Recordset!e 1-2 = 0 
Datal.Recordset!e 1-3 = 0 
Data l.Recordset. Update 
Data I.Recordset.MoveNext 

Wend 
Data l.Recordset.MoveFirst 
While Not Datal.Recordset.EOF 

If Datai.Recordset("weight") = 0 Then 
i = Datal.Recordset("likelihood") 
fack(l) = "serial=" & i 
Data2.Recordset.FindFirst (fack( 1)) 

a!= Data2.Recordset("fuzzy_numl ") 
bl = Data2.Recordset("fuzzy_num2") 
cl= Data2.Recordset("fuzzy_num3") 
Datai.Recordset.Edit 
Datai.Recordset("e 1_1 ")=at 
Datal.Recordset("e 1_2") = bl 
Datai.Recordset("e 1_3") = c 1 
Datal.Recordset. Update 
i = Datal.Recordset("severity") 
fack( I) = "serial=" & i 
Data2.Recordset.FindFirst (fack( 1 )) 
dl = Data2.Recordset("fuzzy_numl ") 
e I = Data2.Recordset("fuzzy_num2") 
fl = Data2.Recordset("fuzzy_num3") 
d2=dl*al 
e2=el*bl 
f2=fl*cl 

Data I . Recordset. Edit 
Datal.Recordset("num I")= d2 
Datai.Recordset("num2'') = e2 
Datai.Recordset("num3") = 12 
Datal.Recordset.Update 

Endlf 
Datal.Recordset.MoveNext 

Wend 
Dim mybookmark As Variant 
For i = 3 To I Step -1 

fack(l) = "level=" & i 
Datai.Recordset.FindFirst (fack(l)) 
While Datal.Recordset.NoMatch =False 

lfDatal.Recordset("weight") = 0 Then 
fack(2) ="name=" & ""' & Datai.Recordset("perant") & '"" 
al = Datal.Recordset("num I") 
bl = Datal.Recordset("num2") 
cl = Datal.Recordset("num3") 
a2 = Datal.Recordset("el_l ") 
b2 = Datal.Recordset("el_2") 
c2 = Datal.Recordset("e 1_3") 
mybookmark = Datal.Recordset.Bookmark 
Data I.Recordset.FindFirst (fack(2)) 
dl = Datal.Recordset("numl") 
el ~ Datal.Recordset("num2") 
fl = Datal.Recordset("num3") 
d2 = Datal.Recordset("e I I") 
e2 = Datal.Recordset("e 1-2") 
12 = Datal.Recordset("el-3") 
al = al + dl -
bl =bl +el 
cl=cl+fl 
a2=a2+d2 
b2 = b2 + e2 
c2=c2+12 
Data I.Recordset.Edit 
Datal.Recordset("numl") = al 
Datal.Recordset("num2") = bl 
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Datai.Recordset("num3") =cl 
Datai.Recordset("e 1_1 ") = a2 
Datai.Recordset("el_l") = bl 
Datai.Recordset("el_3") = c2 
Data I.Recordset. Update 
Datai.Recordset.Bookmark = mybookmark 

Else 
a2 =Data I.Recordset("num I") 
bl = Datai.Recordset("numl") 
cl= Datai.Recordset("num3") 
dl = Datai.Recordset("el_l ") 
et= Datai.Recordset("el_l") 
fl = Datai.Recordset("ei_J") 
a2=a2/fl 
b2=b2/el 
c2=c2/dl 
k = Datai.Recordset("weight") 
fack(5) = "serial=" & k 
Data2.Recordset.FindFirst (fack(S)) 
m I = Data2.Recordset("fuzzy _ num I") 
m2 = Data2.Recordset("fuzzy_num2") 
m3 = Data2.Recordset("fuzzy_num3") 
nl = a2 • ml 
n2=b2*m2 
n3=c2*m3 
Data I.Recordset.Edit 
Datai.Recordset("numl ") = nl 
Datai .Recordset("num2") = n2 
Datai.Recordset("num3") = n3 
Datai.Recordset("el _ l") = ml 
Datai.Recordset("e1_2") = m2 
Data I. Recordset( "e I_ 3") = m3 
Datai.Recordset.Update 
mybookmark = Datai.Recordset.Bookmark 
fack(3) ="name=" & "'" & Datai.Recordset("perant") & "'" 
Datai.Recordset.FindFirst (fack(3)) 
a3 = Data I.Recordset("num I") 
b3 = Datai.Recordset("numl") 
c3 = Datai.Recordset("num3") 
d3 = Datai.Recordset("el_l") 
e3 = Datai.Recordset("el_l") 
13 = Datai.Recordset("el _ l") 
a3=a3+nl 
b3 = b3 + n2 
cJ = c3 + nJ 
d3=d3+ml 
eJ = eJ + m2 
13=13+m3 
Datai.Recordset.Edit 
Datai.Recordset("num I")= a3 
Datai.Recordset("numl") = b3 
Datai .Recordsel("numJ") = c3 
Datai.Recordset("e 1_1 ") = d3 
Datai.Recordset("e 1_2") = eJ 
Datai.Recordset("e 1_3") = 13 
Datai .Recordset.Update 
Data I.Recordset.Bookmark =my bookmark 

End If 
Data I.Recordset.FindNext (fack( I)) 

Wend 
Next i 
Data I. Recordset. Move First 
al = Datai.Recordset("numl") 
b I = Datai.Recordset("num2") 
cl = Datai.Recordset("num3"J 
a2 = Datai .Recordset("el_l") 
b2 = Datal .Recordset("el_2") 
c2 = Datai.Recordset("el_J"J 
al =at /cl 
bl =bl lbl 
cl=cl l a2 
Data I . Recordset. Edit 
Datai.Recordset("numl") = al 
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Datal.Recordset("num2") = bl 
Datal.Recordset("num3") =cl 
Data I.Recordset.Update 
Labe19.Caption = Datal.Recordset("num I") 
LabeiiO.Caption = Datai.Recordset("nurnl") 
Labeiii.Caption = Datai.Recordset("num3") 
End Sub 
Private Sub CommandS_ Click() 
Dim xmax. xmin. maxdegree. batal, bata2.RN As Single 
Dim ans As String 
xma.x =I 
Datai.Recordset.MoveFirst 
a= Datai.Recordset("num3") 
b = Datal.Recordset("num2") 
c = Data I.Recordset("num t ") 
lfxma.x <a Then 

xmax= a 
Endlf 
xmin =0.06 
de = xmax - xmin 
Data2.Recordset.MoveFirst 
Data2.Recordset.MoveNext 
While Not Data2.Recordset.EOF 

at= Data2.Recordset("fuzzy_numl") 
a2 = Data2.Recordset("fuzzy·_num2") 
a3 = Data2.Recordset("fuzzy_num3") 
Data2. Recordset.Ed it 
Data2.Recordset("u") = ((a3- xmin) I (de- (a2 - a3)) + I - (xmax- at) 

I (de+ (a2- at))) I 2 
Data2. Recordset. Update 
Data2.Recordset.MoveNext 

Wend 
t =((a- xmin) I (de- (b -a))+ I - (xmax -c) I I de + (b- c))) /2 
Data2.Recordset.MoveFirst 
Data2.Recordset.MoveNext 
While Not Data2.Recordset.EOF 
d = Data2.Recordset("u") 
1ft> d Then 

Data2.Recordset.Edit 
Data2.Recordsct("degree") = d It 
Data2 .Recordset. Update 

Else 
Data2 .Recordset. Edit 
Data2.Recordset("degree") = t Id 
Data2 .Recordset. Update 

Endlf 
Datal.Recordset.MoveNext 
Wend 
Datal .Recordset. Move First 
Data2.Recordset.MoveNcxt 
maxdegree ~ Data2.Recordset("degree") 
While Not Datal.Recordset.EOF 

g = Data2.Recordset("degree") 
gl = Data2.Recordset("linguistic") 

lfmaxdegree < g Then 
maxdegree = g 
ans = gl 
fuzzyl_l = Data2.Recordset("fuzzy_numl") 
fuzzyl_l = Data2.Recordset("fuzzy_num3") 

Endlf 
Data2.Recordset.MoveNext 

W•nd 
LabeliJ.Caption = ans 
Data2. Recordset. MoveF irst 
Data2.Recordset.MoveNext 
Data2.Recordset.FindFirst (degree= maxdegree) 
Data2. Recordset.MoveNext 
Do While Not Data2.Recordset.EOF 

g = Data2 .Recordset("degree") 
If maxdegree = g Then 

fuzzy2_1 = Data2. Recordset("fuzzy _nu m I") 
fuzzy2_2 = Data2.Recordset("fuzzy_num3") 
ans I = Data2.Recordsct("linguistic") 
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Exit Do 
Endlf 
Data2.Recordset.MoveNext 

Loop 
batal=xmin 
bata2=xmax 
fl = 1/ (2 • (bata2 -batal)) • (Abs(Vai(Labei9.Caption)- fuzzyl_l) + 
Abs(Vai(Labeiii.Caption)- fuzzyl_2)) 
12 =I/ (2 • (bata2- batal)) • (Abs(Vai(Label9.Caption)- fuzzy2_1) + 
Abs(Vai(Labelll.Caption)- fuzzy2_2)) 
If (fl <> 12) then 

If (fl < 12) Then 
LabellJ.Caption = ans 

Else 
LabeiiJ.Caption = ansl 

End If 
Else 

Randomize 
RN=RND 
If (RN > 0.5) then 

LabeiiJ.Caption = ans 
Else 

LabellJ.Caption = ans I 
Endlf 

End Sub 
Private Sub Datal_MouseDown(Button As Integer. Shift As Integer. X 
As Single. Y As Single) -
Text4.SetFocus 
End Sub 
Private Sub DBCombol_Ciick(Area As Integer) 
Text2.Text = DBCombol.Text 
End Sub 
Private Sub Form_Load() 
Comboi.Listlndex = 0 
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Combo2.Listlndex = 0 
ComboJ.Listlndex = 0 
End Sub 
Private Sub TextJ_Change() 
lfTextJ.Text = "0" Then 

Checki.Value = 0 
ElselfTextJ.Text =""Then 

Checki.Value = 0 
Else 

Check I. Value= I 
End If 
End Sub 
Private Sub TextS_ Change() 
lfText5.Text =""Then 

Combol.Listlndex = 0 
Else 
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Comboi.Listlndex = (Text5.Text) 
Endlf 
End Sub 
Private Sub Text6_Change() 
lfText6.Text =""Then 

Combo2.Listlndex = 0 
Else 

Combo2.Listlndex = (Text6.Text) 
End If 
End Sub 
Private Sub Text7_Change{) 
If Text7 .Text = "" Then 

Combo3.Listlndex = 0 
Els~ 

Combo3.Listlndex = (Text7.Text) 
Endlf 
End Sub 
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Neural Network Approach for the Classification of 
Heart Disease Data 

R. lain, ]. Mazumdar 
Dept. of Applied Mathematics, 

The University of Adelaide, Adelaide, S.A. , 5005. 
Australia 

Abstract 

This paper presents the use of neural networks in predicting the risk of coronary artery disease and also examines the 
neural network training criteria in medical diagnosis. For classification, the objective is to use the 13 independent 
attributes to predict the absence or presence of the disease. It also compares with more traditional statistical methods such 
as C4, NT Growth and CLASSIT clustering. It is a usual practice to stop the training of a neural network as soon the error 
reaches to a specified value. We show that this approach is not reasonable and does not give accurate results. The 
approach presented in this paper can save valuable training time. 

Keywords: Neural net, coronary 

1. Introduction 

In a diagnostic problem one is given certain 
manifestations such as symptoms, laboratory test 
abnormalities, signs etc. and must determine the diseases 
causing those findings. Automatic diagnostic problem 
solving of this sort has been the focus of a large amount of 
work over the last decade or two. 
Recently, Artificial neural networks have been 
successfully applied in a wide range of medical problems 
such as analysis of clinical data and analysis of EEG. Most 
of these tasks involve data classification and pattern 
recognition. Neural networks are well suited to this task 
because they extract the closest pattern to the patterns 
stored in its connection matrices. 
Heart disease is the most common cause of death in 
humans. For this reason early detection of heart disease is 
a most important medical research area. One of the most 
reliable ways to diagnose coronary artery disease (CAD) 
is cardiac catherization, which is an invasive procedure. 
The diagnosis of heart disease is a complex decision 
making process. There is an obvious need for a clinical 
decision aid to assist the clinician in making a fast, 
accurate diagnosis. Artificial neural networks are 
dynamical models, which provide effective solutions to 
the problems encountered in building systems that emulate 
a physician's expertise. The accurate prediction of disease 
will help physicians and their patients' in deciding when it 
is appropriate to forego this medical intervention. 

2. Method 

While several approaches have been considered including 
the application of Modular neural network (MN), Radial 
basis functions (RBF) and reinforcement learning (RL) 

artery disease, multilayer perceptron 

majority of this work has dealt with multilayer perceptron 
(MLP). Results of the comparative study are presented in 
Table 3. 

age 
sex 

thal 

Fig 1 A simple neural network with one hidden layer 

• Knowledge Representation by Neural 
Networks for diagnostics 

The non-linear multilayer perceptron was trained with 13 
inputs, 1 layer of 50 hidden units and 1 output neuron. The 
input clinical variables are 6 symbolic and 7 numeric. 
These consist of age, sex (male, female), chest pain type 
(angina, abnang, notang, asympt), resting blood pressure, 
cholesterol (chol), fasting blood sugar (<1, true or false), 
resting electrocardiographic results (norm, abn, hyper), 
maximum heart rate achieved (thalach), exercise induced 
angina (true or false), ST depression induced by exercise 
ST segment (oldpeak), the slope of the peak exercise ST 
segment (up, flat, down), number of major vessels 
coloured by fluroscopy and thal (norm, fixed, rever) and 
were coded as analog values between 0.0 and 1.0. The 
output variables were coded as binary value 0 for 
confirmed normal and 1 for abnormal. The learning rate 
and momentum were set at 0.1 and 0.9 respectively. The 
network was trained by dividing the available data into a 
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training set and a test set. The output produced by the 
neural networks was then compared to documented 
output. 
In order to use the given training set with back
propagation it is essential for it to be pre-processed so that 
the components of input and output vectors are 
represented as activation levels. Som.e of the attributes are 
non-numeric (symbolic) and some are num.eric. These 
attributes can be normalised between 0 and 1. To deal with 
symbolic attributes such as type of chest pain, it is 
necessary to map each value of attribute into a unique 
integer, beginning with zero and working upwards. · 
A better way is to map the values of the symbolic 
attributes into sparce binary vectors (i.e. binary vectors 
that have only one bit set). Applied to the third attribute 
(chest pain type) from the training set (which has 4 
different values) this would give us the mapping as 
follows. 

typical atypical non - anginal asymptomatic 

angina angina pain 

! J.. ! ! 

0 0 0 

0 1 0 0 

0 0 0 

0 0 0 

Once we have mapped specific values into such binary 
vectors, we can turn an input into a satisfactory activation 
vector by simply normalising the numeric attribute values 
and replacing the symbolic attribute values with their 
given binary sequence. Having derived usable training set, 
one should decide what architecture we are going to 1,1se: 
The number of input units and output units is fixed by the 
form of the input and output vectors in the derived training 
set. The input vectors contain 13 components while the 
output vectors contains just one. Thus the network has 13 
input units and one output unit. 

• Output Representation 

A total of 72 experiments have been performed. Each 
network was used to perform three experiments: The 
number of neural networks used to make a diagnosis on 
possible heart disease patients is 24. We looked at each 
network using three experiments per network: first after 
5,000 epochs of learning, then after 10,000 epochs, and 
finally after a total of 15,000 epochs. Twelve networks 
had 20 processing elements in their single hidden layers, 
and the other twelve had 50 hidden neurons each. Six 
networks had a single output each and were trained for 
classifying in five classes: {0.00, 0.25, 0.50, 0.75, 1.00}. 
Six other networks also had a single input, but they were 
trained for classifying in only two classes: {0.0, 1.0}. Six 
networks had two output units each, and they had to learn 
to classify in two classes also: { 10, 01 }. Finally, there 
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were six networks with five outputs each, learning to 
classify in five classes again: {10000, 01000, 00100, 
OOOIO, 00001}. For every type of network (different 
number of hidden units, different number of output units, 
different number of classes to learn) we trained three 
neural networks, with different sizes of training sets and 
testing sets: 303+0, 253+50, and 202+IOI. 
The output class is either healthy (class 0) or with heart 
disease (class 1). The target values for the output were 
coded as 0 for confirmed normal and I for confirmed 
abnormal. The testing of the network was achieved by 
using the weights derived in the training phase and 
applying the new pattern to the network to which it has not 
been exposed. The network was tested on 50 patients. All 
network training was done in a supervised fashion, which 
means that the inputs and desired outputs were known 
during the training process. Patients were selected from 
the Cleveland Clinic Foundation. 

3. ANNs applied to Coronary 
Artery Disease 

• The data set 

The database used in this study contains numeric 
information concerning heart disease diagnosis. This data 
set has interesting properties that it's a mixture of real
valued, Boolean, and enumerated values. While the 
original database had 76 raw attributes, only I4 of them 
~e actually used in experiments. 
The original database contained 76 attributes, but all 
published experiments refer to using a subset of 14 of 
Utem. The "goal" field refers to the presence of heart 
disease in the patient. It is integer valued from 0 (no 
presence) to 4. Experiments with the Cleveland database 
have concentrated on simply attempting to distinguish 
presence (values 1,2,3,4) from absence (value 0). The 
database contains 303 instances, of which 164 with "goal" 
value 0, 55 with value I, 36 with value 2, 35 with value 3, 
and 13 with value 4. 
The following is a brief summary of the attributes used in 
the database. 
#1 is the age in years; 
#2 is tile patient's sex: 
value O:female; 
value I :male; 
#3 is the chest pain type: 
value 1 :typical angina; 
value 2;atypical angina; 
value 3:non-anginal pain; 
value 4:asymptomatic; 
#4 is the resting blood pressure (in mm Hg on admission 
to the hospital); 
#5 is the serum cholesterol in mg/dl; 
#6 gives an indication for fasting blood sugar: 
value O:S: 120 mg/dl; 
value 1 :> 120 mg/dl; 
#7 gives a classification for the resting 
electrocardiographic results: 
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value O:normal; 
value 1:having ST-T wave abnormality (T wave 
inversions and/or ST elevation or depression of > 0.05 
m V); 
value 2:showing probable or definite left ventricular 
hypertrophy by Estes' criteria; 
#8 is the maximum heart rate achieved during exercising; 
#9 indicates whether exercise induced angina: 
valueO:no; 
value 1:yes; 
#10 is the ST depression induced by exercise relative to 
rest; 
#11 is the type of slope of the peak exercise ST segment: 
value 1 :upsloping; 
value 2:flat; 
value 3:downsloping; 
#12 is the number of major vessels (0-3) colored by 
fluoroscopy; 
#13 thal; not further explained: 
value 3:normal; 
value 6:fixed defect; 
value ?:reversible defect; 
#14 is the predicted attribute: diagnosis of heart disease 
(angiographic disease status): 
value O:no heart disease; 
values 1, 2, 3, 4:heart disease. 

We used part of the Cleveland database to train feed 
forward MLP type neural networks using back 
propagation algorithm. After presenting one training 
example to the 13 network inputs (this is the feedforward 
part), the error at the output is calculated by subtracting 
the desired · output from the actual network output and 
taking the square of the difference. The errors for all 
examples in the training set are then added together and 
their sum is back propagated through the network. 
adjusting the weights of the connections between the 
processing elements of the network. Using a gradient 
descent learning algorithm the network error should 
decrease towards a minimum. The processing elements 
pass the sum of their inputs through a sigmoid function, 
limiting the neuron output between zero and one. 
We have used several settings for the training set, for the 
learning period, and for the various network architectures 
in this study. 
To see how much influence the number of processing 
elements in the hidden layer would have, we did 
experiments with both 20 and 50 units in the hidden layer. 
Also the number of output units was varied; we used 
networks with just one, with two, and with five outputs. 
The networks with five outputs were trained with data 
containing five target categories: one category for "no 
heart disease" and four others for different grades of 
"heart disease presence". The networks with two outputs 
were trained with data containing only two categories: 
"absence" versus "presence". And the networks with just 
one output were trained in two ways: using five categories 
and two categories. In the fll'St case the five categories 
{ 0,1,2,3,4) were scaled to values between zero and one 
{0.00, 0.25, 0.50, 0.75, 1.00}, as the network output is 
limited between those two values. In the second case the 

network output should be low for one category 
("absence") and high for the other ("presence"). 
The networks were trained with three different training 
sets. First, the full database of 303 examples was used for 
training the networks, and the performance of the 
networks was tested with the same set, as there were no 
other data to measure the performance with. Second, the 
original database was split into a training set part with 253 
examples used for training, and a testing set part with 50 
instances used for measuring the network performance. 
The reason for this is that one cannot test the ability of a 
neural network to generalise if one uses the same set of 
data for both training and testing. If a network performs as 
well on a different testing set as on its training set, then the 
network learned to generalise well. If however a network 
performs a lot worse on a testing set in comparison with 
its performance on the data set with which it was trained, 
then the network did not learn to generalise well enough. 
This happens for example if the number of hidden neurons 
is too large and the learning period was too long. Third, 
we used a training set of 202 examples for the learning of 
the networks, and a testing set of 101 examples to measure 
their performances. Both sets together form the full 
original data set again. We did this because a testing set 
that contains only 50 examples is quite small. Since it is 
not always very clear when the learning of a network 
should be stopped, we used three learning periods of 5000 
epochs each per network. After every learning period, the 
network was tested. 
Even if the output error during learning of a network is 
still decreasing, this does not necessarily mean that the 
performance of that network is still improving. The 
network output error might be decreasing, but the number 
of misclassifications could be increasing. This depends on 
the way the error is calculated and on the definition of 
misclassification that is used in that particular case. 
Further, the number of misclassifications might be 
decreasing when testing with the same data set as with the 
network was trained, whilst at the same time the number 
of misclassifications could be increasing when using a 
different data set for testing the network performance. 

4. Simulation results 

The accuracy of each network was found by counting the 
number of misclassifications, using only two categories: 
"no heart disease present" and "heart disease present". 
The number of misclassifications divided by the total 
number of instances in the testing data set, subtracted from 
100 per cent, gives the actual accuracy. 
Misclassifications appear in two ways: a false alarm 
occurs when the neural network detects a heart disease 
whilst the patient in question does not have a heart 
disease; a missed detection occurs when the network fails 
to detect the patient's heart disease. The best performing 
network from these experiments was a network with 50 
processing elements in its hidden layer, and with a single 
output that learned with two classes and 202 examples. 
After 5,000 epochs of learning we tested it with a testing 
set of 101 examples, and it showed an accuracy of 87.1 %. 
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5. The Stopping Criterion 

In order to prevent overtraining, we had a look at when to 
stop training the network. If the network is overtrained, it 
loses its ability to generalise; this means that the network 
performance is significantly worse when new data is fed to 
the network (i.e. data that was not used for training), 
instead of the data in the training set. 
A solution to prevent overtraining is so-called cross
validation. This means that during training the network 
error is not only calculate<;! for the · training data, but also 
for an independent test data set, which has the same 
statistical properties as the training data set. After every n 
epochs the network parameters are written to a file, so that 

0.4 

0.3 

g 0.2 
CD 

. . 
I 

\'·. 

stop l~amlng 
here 
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afterwards we can retrieve the network that had a minimal 
error on the test data. Figures 2 and 3 show the error 
graphs of two different networks. Both the error graph for 
the training data and the one for the test data are shown. 
One can easily see that, although the error is still 
decreasing for the training data, the error for the test data 
slowly increases after it reached its minimum. The 
network configuration with the best generalising 
behaviour is the one that was saved when the test error 
was minimal. 

r---- - training set~ 
,---test set 

\'··· ·-. - -.. ............... ·-·--------------- .. -.. --0.1 

0 
0 10 20 30 40 

nr. of epochs (x 500) 

Fig 2 When to stop learning (13-50-1 network, training set 202 examples, test set 101 examples) 
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stop learning 
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'.~ ......... - "' ............ 
""- ..... 

0 10 

I· · · · · training sei--
---test set 

....................... -----· .... -.. . -

20 30 40 

nr. of epochs (x 500) 

Fig 3 When to stop learning (13-20-1 network, training set 152 examples, test set 151 examples) 
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Table 1 A comparison with various methods 

Methods %Correct Oassification 

1 C4 74.8 

2 NTGrowth 77 

3 CLASSIT Clustering 78.9 

4 Neural Networks 87.1 

Table 2 Best results for different network properties and learn/test methods 

tested with --+ Train set (303 ex.) 

1 property J, epochs 
2 20 hidden units 15,000 
3 50 hidden units 10,000 
4 1 output, 5 classes 15,000 
5 1 output, 2 classes 10,000 
6 2 outputs, 2 classes 10,000 
7 5 outputs, 5 classes 10,000 

From these Figures it can be seen that the performance 
increased after 5,000 learning epochs, if one would only 
look at the results on the training set. Looking at the 
results if the networks are tested with a test set, that is 
different from the training set, shows that the real 
performance almost never increased after 5,000 learning 
epochs. 

score 
85.8 
85.8 
84.5 
85.8 
84.8 
84.5 

Test set (50 ex.) Test set (101 ex.) 

epochs score epochs score 
5,000 84.0 5,000 84.2 
5,000 84.0 4,000 87.1 
5,000 84.0 5,000 84.2 
5,000 84.0 4,000 87.1 
5,000 82.0 10,000 83.2 
5,000 82.0 15,000 83.2 

Further we see that a larger number of hidden neurons 
causes slightly better results. 
If we look at the number of outputs and classes (see 
Table 2), notice that the best number of outputs seems to 
be just one, and that learning for two classes gives better 
results than learning for five classes. 

Table 3 Comparison of percent correct classification of recognition on the test set using various Neural networks 

Network Learning Transfer # of # of # of %correct 
Rule function Input Hidden Outputs classification 

Pes P& PEs 
1 MLP Delta Sigmoid 13 50 1 87.1 

2 MN Delta Sigmoid 13 5 1 82.82 

3 RBF NormCum Gaussian 13 5 1 75 

4 RL DRS Sigmoid 13 5 1 82.81 
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6. Conclusion 

From the results of these experiments, the following 
conclusions can be drawn. First, we have seen that the 
ability to classify correctly decreases slowly with the 
increase in the number of output neurons. 
Secondly, the number of classes for which the network is 
trained, is best set to two, if the performance after learning 
is determined concerning only two categories as well. 
Thirdly, the numbers of hidden neurons we used in our 
simulations do not seem to make much difference, 
regarding the results. 

Finally, if we compare the accuracy of our simulated 
neural networks with the accuracy reported in the past, 
one can see quite a large difference in favour of the neural 
networks: 

It is obvious· from 1his study that the present practice of 
choosing manually the architecture of the neural network 
is not only time consuming but also it does not give the 
optimum performance. Evolutionary computing 
techniques can provide a solution to this problem. 
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Appendix 

Table 4 Results of the experiments 

network structure training & testing parameters % accuracy after # e :>Ochs 
#inputs #hidden #outputs #classes train set test set 5,000 10,000 15,000 
13 50 1 5 303 (81.S) (84.2) (84.S) 
13 50 1 5 2S3 so 84.0 84.0 82.0 
13 50 1 5 202 101 84.2 84.2 84.2 
13 20 1 5 303 (82.8) (83.S) (84.2) 
13 20 1 s 253 50 82.0 82.0 82.0 
13 20 1 s 202 101 80.2 83.2 84.2 
13 50 1 2 303 (83.2) (85.8) (85.8) 
13 so 1 2 2S3 so 84.0 84.0 84.0 
13 so 1 2 202 101 86.2 84.2 83.2 
13 20 1 2 303 (83.5) (84.8) (85.8) 
13 20 1 2 253 50 84.0 82.0 84.0 
13 20 1 2 202 101 84.2 84.2 83.2 
13 50 2 2 303 (82.8) (84.8) (84.2) 
13 50 2 2 253 50 76.0 80.0 78.0 
13 50 2 2 202 101 80.2 81.2 80.2 
13 20 2 2 303 (83.5) (84.2) (84.8) 
13 20 2 2 253 50 82.0 78.0 80.0 
13 20 2 2 202 101 81.2 83.2 82.2 
13 50 s 5 303 (81.2) (84.5) (83.8) 
13 50 5 5 253 so 82.0 80.0 80.0 
13 50 5 5 202 101 81.2 80.2 83.2 
13 20 s 5 303 (82.8) (84.2) (83.8) 
13 20 s 5 2S3 50 78.0 76.0 80.0 
13 20 5 5 202 101 75.2 80.2 82.2 
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Abstract: 

This paper describes the structure and peiformance of the Sl.ARTI (sign language recognition) system developed at 

the University of Tasmania. SLARTI uses a modular architecture consisting of multiple feature-recognition neural 

networks and a nearest-neighbour classifier to recognise Australian sign language (Auslan) hand gestures. 

Keywords: Sign language, hand gestures, communication aid 

1 Introduction 
The aim of this research is to develop a prototype system 

for the recognition of the hand gestures used in Australian 

Sign Language (Auslan). The motivation behind this 

not to use it. This is because the sign languages most 

commonly used within the Deaf community are not 

grammatically related to English. 

work is the possibility of reducing the communications -In addition very few hearing people have much 

barrier which exists between the deaf and hearing knowledge of sign language, and so communication 

communities. The problems that deaf people encounter in between sign-language users and hearing people poses 

trying to communicate with the general community are many problems. For this reason the Deaf community 

well documented (see for example [6]). In many ways the tends to be insular and somewhat separate from the rest 

Deaf community is similar to an ethnic community in that of society. When it is necessary to communicate with 

they form a subgroup within society, complete with its hearing people (for example when shopping) signers 

own culture and language (in this case sign language)l. often have to resort to pantomimic gestures or written 

People who become deaf later in life after learning a notes to communicate their needs, and many are 

spoken language in general do not use sign language as uncomfortable even in using notes due to their lack of 

much and are less involved in the Deaf community than English writing skills. 

those whose hearing loss occurred earlier in life. The 

inability to hear means that many deaf people do not 

develop good skills in the English language and prefer 

1 Kerridge [4] provides a very interesting discussion of the 
importance placed on Deaf culture by the Deaf community. 

An automated sign language translation system would 

help to break down this communication barrier (in much 

the same way that an automated English-to-French 

translator would help Australian tourists visiting Paris to 
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communicate). Ideally such a system should allow 

signers to use their native sign language, as this language 

is an integral component of Deaf culture. 

It should be noted that the aim of this project is not to 

develop a full sign language to English translation 

system; such a task is too large and complex to attempt at 

this stage. Instead the aim is to create a prototype system 

for the recognition of signs, and in so doing develop 

techniques which could later be incorporated into a more 

complete translation system. It is also envisioned that the 

system developed could be adapted for use as a training 

tool to aid hearing people attempting to learn sign 

language. 

2 System Design 
2.1 Input Hardware 

In computer recognition of spoken language, speech data 

is captured using a microphone connected to an analog

to-digital converter. Similarly a data-capturing device is 

also required in order to recognise sign language; in this 

case measuring the position and movement of the signer's 

hands and fingers. Two broad categories of input 

hardware have been used for recognition of hand gestures 

-glove-based devices such as those used by [5] and [1], 

and camera-based systems as used by [2]. The latter 

approach has some benefits, particularly as it does not 

require specialised hardware, but this is offset by the 

complexity of the computer vision problems faced in 

extracting the necessary data about the hands from a 

visual image. Therefore for this research glove-based 

input was used, as this allowed the research effort to be 

focused on the area of sign recognition rather than that of 

computer vision. 

The specific input devices used in developing SLARTI 

were a CyberGlove, and a Polhemus IsoTrak. The 

CyberGlove measures the degree of flexing of the various 

joints of the hand and wrist. The version of the 
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CyberGlove used for this research provides 18 sensors. 

The Polhemus allows tracking of the spatial position and 

orientation of the hand with respect to a fixed electro

magnetic source. Using only a single glove restricts the 

system to the recognition of one-handed signs (and hence 

eliminates the possibilitY of recognising the Auslan 

manual alphabet which is two-handed), but it is envisaged 

that the techniques used in developing the system could 

be extended to two-handed signs if appropriate input 

hardware was available. 

2.2 System Architecture 

Linguistic analysis of sign language has revealed that 

signs can be described in terms of four basic manual 

features, which may be modified in meaning by more 

subtle factors such as body language and facial 

expression (see for example [3]). The handshape defines 

the configuration of the joints of the hand. Orientation 

specifies the direction the hand and fingers are pointing, 

whilst the place of articulation is the location of the hand 

relative to the body. The most complex feature is motion, 

which consists of a change over time of any combination 

of the other three features (although for this research only 

changes in location have been considered). 

The task of transforming a stream of input data directly 

into a classification of the sign. being performed is an 

extremely difficult one. Instead the approach taken within 

SLARTI is to initially process the input data so as to 

produce a description of this sequence in terms of the 

four features discussed above. The sign can then be 

classified on the basis of this feature vector. The SLARTI 

system consists of four separate feature-extraction net.cal 

networks, each trained specifically to recognise one of the 

features of the sign. The feature vector produced by these 

networks is then used to perform the overall classification 

of the input sequence, as shown in Figure 1. 
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This approach of decomposing the problem and applying networks are expressive enough to describe an extremely 

a modular structure of networks has a number of benefits. large number of signs, not all of which may be recognised 

First, as demonstrated on the task of speech-recognition by the final classifier. If the vocabulary of the system is to 

by [9], it allows the use of several smaller networks rather be extended then only the final classifier will require 

than one massive network and thereby reduces the modification. This greatly reduces the costs involved in 

amount of training time and data required. It may also performing such expansion of the system, and makes it 

result in superior classification accuracy. Second, it practical to tailor the vocabulary of the system to a 

produces a system which can more easily be extended. particular user. 

The features recognised by the feature-extraction 

Switch 

CyberGlove 

Polhemus 

start of a si 

end of a sign 

Calibration 

Calibration 

Pre-processing ._--t~ Motion 
network 

Sign 
definitions 

4 feature 3 features 

t-----1~ Nearest neighbours 
classifier (HMD) 

Gloss 

Figure 1. The modular architecture of the SLARTI system 

3. Feature Extraction Networks and examples from 3 other signers (the unregistered 

3.1 Data Gathering and Training signers), so as to assess the possibility of creating a 

Methodology signer-independent system. A fully-connected feed· 

All of the feature-extraction networks were trained on forward architecture with a single hidden layer was used 

examples gathered from 7 signers (which will be referred for all four networks and backpropagation without 

to as the registered signers, using the terminology of [7]), momentum was used as the training algorithm. All input 

and tested on both fresh examples from the same signers data were scaled to lie in the range -1 to l. The results 
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reported are the average of results over 25 trials from 

different starting weights. 

3.2 Handshape Recognition Network 

[3] identified 30 different primary handshapes used in 

Auslan, which can be further subdivided into 61 variant 
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The results reported in Table 1, show that although the 

calibration process slightly reduced performance on the 

registered test set, it had a larger beneficial effect on the 

unregistered test set, and therefore this calibration was 

incorporated into the final system. 

handshapes, although for the purposes of classifying signs 3.2 Orientation Recognition Network 

it is only necessary to be able to distinguish between the The orientation of the hand can be described in terms of 

primary handshapes. For each of the registered signers, 4 two orthogonal directions - the facing of the palm, and 

examples of each of the 61 variant handshapes were the direction in which the hand is pointing. If we consider 

gathered for use in a training set. A further example of only six possible directions (up, down, left, right, towards 

each handshape was gathered from all 10 users to the signer, away from the signer) then there are 15 

constitute the 2 test sets. Prior to gathering the different orientations used in Auslan (in fact some signs 

handshapes each user was asked to perform a simple involve diagonal directions such as 'left and up', but such 

calibration routine ~ consisting of several handshapes small distinctions are never the sole difference between 

chosen to measure the range of movement of the user's signs). 

joints. By calibrating the handshape data relative to these 

extremities it was hoped to improve the network's ability 

to generalise to the unregistered users. 

Networks were trained on both the calibrated and 

uncalibrated data. In both cases the networks had an 

18:40:30 architecture (18 inputs, 40 hidden nodes and 30 

output nodes) and were trained for 1,000,000 pattern 

presentations with a learning rate of 0.2 These parameters 

were determined through a series of initial trials, as were 

all other architectures and learning parameters used in 

this research. 

Raw data Calibrated data 

Training set 97.9 98.0 

Registered test 96.6 96.2 

set 

Unreg. test set 87.9 89.9 

Table 1 Mean classification accuracy of networks trained 

using raw and calibrated versions of the handshape data 

sets 

The input to the network consisted of the 3 orientation 

values from the Polhemus sensor, and also calibrated 

values for the 2 wrist sensors on the CyberGlove. The 

latter were required as the positioning of the Polhemus 

mount on the CyberGiove was above the wrist for some 

users, meaning that the orientation values were affected 

by the degree to which the wrist was flexed (early trials 

conducted without any wrist data performed poorly). The 

orientation values returned by the Polhemus were cyclical 

in nature (ranging from 0 to 255, and then back to 0). To 

avoid the problems caused by this discontinuity in the 

input data the network was presented with the sine and 

cosine of the orientation values rather than the raw 

values. Therefore the networks had eight inputs, and the 

full topology was 8:14:15. 

The results of training these networks are reported in 

Table 2. These show that the overall accuracy is only 

moderate. However if these mistakes are broken down in 

terms of the misclassification of the component directions 

of the orientation, then it can be seen that the majority of 

errors consist of confusing adjacent directions. These 
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mistakes are less likely to be important in distinguishing 

between signs than if the network were to confuse 

opposite directions. 

Directions Training set Reg. test set Unreg. test 

set 

Both correct 94.8 90.4 89.1 

One correct, 2.5 5.0 5.9 

one adjacent 

Both adjacent 2.7 4.5 4.9 

One correct, 0.0 0.0 0.0 

one opposite 

One adjacent, 0.0 0.1 0.0 

one opposite 

Both opposite - 0.0 0.0 0.0 

Table 2. Mean percentage accuracy obtained by different 

encodings on the hand orientation data, broken down by 

error of the two component directions 

3.3 Location Recognition Network 

Auslan signs can occur in three main groups of locations 

- neutral space (the space in front of the signer's body), 

primary locations (those on or near the body or head) and 

secondary locations (on or near the hands). In order to 

recognise secondary locations it is necessary to track the 

position of both hands, which would require a second 

Polhemus sensor. Therefore the SLARTI system 

considers only the 16 primary locations as well as neutral 

space. Any signs made using the subordinate hand as a 

base were regarded as being performed in neutral space. 

The location and orientation features affect each other, 

and so the training and test data for the location network 

was gathered at the same time as the orientation data. For 

the same reason it was necessary to provide the network 

with the orientation and wrist flex values as inputs, in 

addition to the 3 Polhemus location values. Hence the 

networks developed had an 11:19:19 architecture. They 

were trained for 1,000,000 pattern presentations at a 

learning rate of 0.1. As with the handshape data, a 

calibration routine was used to measure the extremes of 

the input values for each user. In this case each signer 

made 5 gestures which measured the maximum extent of 

movement of their hand in each direction. Networks were 

trained using both the calibrated and uncalibrated data. 

Raw data Calibrated data 

Trainin2 set 71.7 80.5 

Registered test 67.7 74.7 

set 

Unrel!. test set 64.5 68.4 

Table 3. Mean classification accuracy of networks 

trained on the raw and calibrated versions of the hand 

location data 

Two conclusions can be drawn from the results in Table 

3. First the calibration routine was extremely beneficial, 

increasing performance on both the registered and 

unregistered test sets. Second, the location network 

achieved a much lower level of accuracy than any of the 

other feature-extraction networks. This is due primarily to 

the tracking technology used. The Polhemus measures the 

position of the glove relative to a fixed source, which for 

these experiments was placed on a wooden desk behind 

and to the left of the signer. Ideally the input to the 

system would be the position of the hand relative to the 

signer's body, rather than relative to the Polhemus source. 

In the current system any change in the positioning of the 

body relative to the source will affect the accuracy of the 

system, particularly with regards to the closely-spaced 

locations on the signer's head. This is one area in which a 

visually-based tracking system might have an advantage 

as it may allow more direct measurement of the hand 

position relative to the body. 
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3.4 Motion Recognition Network 

Motion is the feature for which it is most difficult to 

enumerate the complete range of possible categories used 

within Auslan, as many signs involve 'tracing' motions 

which indicate the shape of an object, and hence are 

unique to that sign. For this research only the 13 most 

commonly used motions were classified, consistin~ of 

simple movement of the hand in either direction along the 

three primary spatial axes (6 motions), back-and-forth 

motions along the same axes (3), circling motions alignec;l 

with the axes (3) and stationary (1). 

Motion· differs from the other features in that it is 

inherently temporal in nature. Two approaches were 

taken to dealing wiili this aspect of the problem. The first 

was to use a recurrent network with 3 inputs per time 

frame, feeding into a layer of 30 recurrently-

interconnected nodes (13 of these were output nodes, the 

remainder served to store the network's internal state). 

The input values were the difference in location from the 

previous time-step. This recurrent network was trained 

using the backpropagation-through-time algorithm with a 

learning rate of0.05. 

The second approach was to pre-process the input 

sequence to extract features for presenta~ion to a standard 

feed-forward network. After some ex~rimentation an 

input vector of 8 features was found to contain enough 

information to allow good rates of cla,ssification. The 

features were designed specifically to reflect the 

characteristics of the motions which were useful in visual 

classification of the data. Hence they measured 

characteristics such as the total amount of motion relative 

to each of the three axes, as this helped to separate 

circling and back-and-forth motions from each other. The 

final input vector is: 
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The input vector 11 = 

[~a.,. t.a:, t.>z,. t,1a.,1. t,1Ay,~ tl"'·'·] 
L vr - v,_l, 25 
1=2 

where 

P is the length of the original data sequence 

x, y, z are the calibrated Polhemus values at timet 

& 1 =x1 -xr-I 

ll.y, = Yr - Yr-1 

ll.z, = z, - Zr-1 

I 2 2 z V1 =<,JAx-1 +ll.y1 +/l.z1 

The network architecture used was 8:8:13, and this was 

trained for 750,000 pattern presentations at a learning 

rate of0.05. 

Table 4 compares the results obtained by the two network 

architectures. It can be seen that the non-recurrent 

network fared much better, slightly outperforming the 

recurrent network on the training data but giving a 

significant improvement in generalisation to the test sets. 

Therefore a non-recurrent network was used in the final 

system. 

Recurrent net Non-recurrent 

net 

Training set 89.7 93.5 

Registered test 78.6 91.6 

set 

Unreg. test set 63.4 75.7 

Table 4. Mean classification accuracy of recurrent and 

non-recurrent networks on the hand motion data 

4. Classification of Signs 
Once all of the feature-extraction networks had been 

trained, the best network for each feature was selected for 

inclusion in the final system (as determined by 

performance on the registered test set). Table 5 

summarises the performance of these networks. 
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Training set Registered Unreg. test 

test set set 

Handshape 98.0 97.4 89.5 

Orientation 94.5 91.6 89.2 

Location 80.9 76.4 69.0 

Motion 93.7 92.3 76.9 

Table 5 Summary of the performance of the best network 

for each feature on the training set and test set for the 

registered and unregistered signers 

Each signer was asked to perform 52 signs selected from 

Auslan to form SLARTI's initial vocabulary. 

Unfortunately. due to age-related failure of the 

CyberGlove it was only possible to gather test sets from 4 

of the 7 registered signers, although training sets were 

gathered from all 7. -Test sets were also gathered from the 

3 unregistered signers. 

The 52 signs were randomly divided into 13 sequences of 

4 signs which were performed by each signer, manually 

indicating the start and end of each sequence via a switch 

held in the non-signing hand. The signs were segmented 

at these points, and the input sequence was processed by 

the feature-extraction nets. The handshape, orientation 

and location features were found for both the start and 

end of the sequence, whilst the motion feature was 

extracted for the entire sequence. Hence each sign was 

described by a vector of 7 features which were then used 

to perform the fmal classification. A neural network was 

not used for this final classifier for two reasons. First the 

size of the resultant network (139 inputs, 52 outputs) 

would require an extremely large number of training 

examples in order to achieve a suitable level of 

generalisability. Second, this approach would mean 

retraining this large network any time that changes were 

made to the system vocabulary. For this reason other 

pattern classification techniques were preferred. 

The first method used was the nearest-neighbour lookup 

algorithm. Four variants of this simple algorithm were 

used. One difference was in the nature of the examples 

considered by the lookup - in one version the examples 

from the training sets were used, whilst the second 

version used instead the definitions of the signs as 

derived from the Auslan dictionary. The second 

difference was in the nature of the distance measure used. 

In the simple distance measure (SDM) all categories of a 

feature were considered equidistant from each other. A 

heuristic distance measure (HDM) was also tested, which 

was derived by examination of the confusion matrices of 

the feature-extraction networks on the training examples. 

This heuristic aimed to account for the systematic errors 

introduced by the feature networks, by weighting these 

errors less heavily. 

Signer Definitions Definitions Training Training 

(SDM) (HDM) set set 

CSDMl (HDM) 

1 88.5 94.2 92.3 94.2 

2 71.2 92.3 100.0 100.0 

3 71.2 96.2 67.3 90.4 

4 86.5 94.2 86.5 88.5 

·Reg. 79.4 94.2 86.5 93.3 

signers 

(mean) 

5 67.3 82.7 75.0 86.5 

6 65.4 88.5 76.9 75.0 

7 71.2 84.6 84.6 82.7 

Unreg. 68.0 85.3 78.8 81.4 

si goers 

(mean) 

Table 6. Classification accuracy of the nearest neighbour 

lookup algorithm on complete signs from each signer 

The results of these variants of the nearest neighbour 

lookup for each signer are reported in Table 6. From this 

table it can be seen that using the simple distance 

measure the lookup algorithm using the training examples 

easily outperforms that using the sign definitions. 
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However the heuristic distance measure successfully 

captures the extra information present irl the training 

examples, as it enables equal or better performance to be 

obtained using only the sign definitions. This is extremely 

useful as it allows the vocabulary to be extended without 

the need to gather examples of the new signs. 

Signer Standard Standard Subset Subset 

unpruned oruned "noruned oruned 

Tree 649 397 140 133 

size 

Training 92.3 88.2 9(1,2 95.9 

example 

s 

I 86.5 - 84.6 90.4 90.4 

2 96.8 92.3 98.1 98.1 

3 73.1 71.2 55.8 55.8 
-· 

4 78.8 78.8 76.5 76.5 - ~-··· 

Reg. 83.8 81.7 80.2 80.2 

signers 

(mean) 
-·· -- --

5 63.5 63.5 fj5.4 67.3 
. .. ·--· -· 

6 63.5 61.5 (!5,4 65.4 
- ·-· 

7 71.2 69.2 78.8 78.8 

Unreg. 66.1 64.7 69.9 70.5 

signers 

! (mean) 

Table 7. Classification accuracy of the C4.5 alj~c;~rithm 

on complete signs from each signer 

The second classification algorithm tri!d~ was the C4.5 

inductive learning system developed t>y [8]. C4.5 builds a 

decision tree on the basis of training examples, which can 

subsequently be pruned to obtain a smaller tree. The 

process of generating the decision tree is extremely fast in 

comparison to neural networks, me!Uling that creating a 

new decision tree every time the vocabulary is extended 

is a viable proposition. Table 7 reports results for C4.5 

using both the pruned and unpruned versions of the tree, 
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and both with and without the subsetting option (this 

option allows each node in the decision tree to 

incorporate multiple values of an attribute). The results 

obtained by C4.5 are generally below those obtained by 

applying the nearest neighbours lookup algorithm to the 

same training examples, even if only the simple distance 

measure is used. In particular the nearest neighbour 

technique generalises much better to the unregistered 

signers. 

5. Conclusion 
SLARTI is capable of classifying Auslan signs with an 

accuracy of around 94% on the signers used in training, 

and about 85% for other signers. The modular design of 

the system allows for future enhancement of the system 

both in terms of expanding its vocabulary, and in 

improving the recognition accuracy. The major area in 

which accuracy could be improved is in the classification 

of sign location where the performance could be 

enhanced by the addition of extra position tracking 

sensors on the body and head of the signer. 

Currently the hardware used is not portable enough to be 

used in the real-world as a communications device, but it 

could be applied as a teaching aid for people learning 

Auslan. The techniques developed are not specific to 

Auslan, and so the system could easily be adapted to 

other sign languages or for other gesture recognition 

systems . (for example, as part of a VR interface or for 

robotic control). 
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Abstract- This paper describes afour-charmel real-time 
system for the detection and measurement of sheep 
rumination and mastication time periods by the analysis 
of jaw sounds transmitted through the skull. The system 
is implemented using an 80486 personal computer, a 
proprietary data acquisition card (PC-126) and a 
custom made variable gain preamplifier and bandpass 
filter module. Chewing sounds are transduced and 
transmitted to the system using radio microphones 
attacht?d to the top of the sheep heads. The system's main 
functions are to detect and estimate rumination and 
mastication time periods, to estimate the number of 
chews during the rumination and mastication periods, 
and to provide estimates of the number of bo/i in the 
rumination sequences and the number of chews per 
bolus. The individual chews are identified using a 
special energy threshold detector. The rumination and 
mastication time periods are determined by neural 
network classifier using a combination of time and 
frequency domain features extracted from successive 10 
second acoustic signal blocks. 

1. Background 

Rumination, the process of 'chewing the cud', is 
characteristic of a group of herbivores known as 
ruminants which include sheep, goats and cattle. In these 
. animals, productivity can be limited by the resistance of 
the plant material in their diets to comminution during 
mastication and rumination. In general as the resistance 
to comminution increases the time the animal spends 
each day chewing during mastication when the feed is 
eaten, and subsequently in chewing during rumination, 
increases and as a consequence dry matter intake of feed 
decreases. In these studies of feed quality, animal 
nutritionists need accurate data on the time spent by the 
animal in mastication and rumination phases over 
periods of say 24 hours to a week, and to measure the 
number of chews per bolus during rumination. Animal 
nutrition researchers use this data in various ways 
depending on the type of feed and the type of 

correlations they are seeking. This data gathering task, 
although possible for a human to do manually by 
listening to recordings of jaw movements, is tedious and 
very time consuming and subject to error. Consequently, 
an automated system is necessary to process the large 
amounts of acoustic data involved with minimum error. 

2. Introduction 

A preliminary investigation [ 1] based on data gathered 
from a Tasmanian study [2] showed that it was feasible 
to achieve the required rumination and mastication 
classifications using frequency spectral information over 
ten-second blocks of time. A subsequent undergraduate 
student project ("Classification of Sheep Feeding 
Phases", Michael Dragojevic 1994, Department of 
Electdcal and Electronics Engineering, The University of 
Western Australia) showed that adequate classification 
was also achievable using the spectral information in a 
single chew. This work demonstrated that it was possible 
technically to achieve the goal to an acceptable design 
specification. The main limitations were related to the 
choice of the implementation technology and its cost. 

From this work a four-channel real-time system was 
designed and developed for the detection and 
measurement of sheep rumination and mastication time 
periods by the analysis of jaw sounds-transmitted through 
the skull. The system was implemented using an 80486 
personal computer, a proprietary data acquisition card 
(PC-126) and a custom made variable gain prearnplifier 
and bandpass filter module. 

This paper starts with a review of the preliminary 
feasibility work which lead to the system specification. 
The system was developed according to the specification 
described in the following section and tested with field 
data. Due to budgetary constraints the system 
implementation which was adopted does not represent an 
optimal solution, but rather provides a useful tool if 
applied carefully in conjunction with some human 
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judgment and intervention. Some suggestions are given 
in the last section for an improved design which may 
provide more reliable automatic operation. 

3. A Review of the Preliminary 
Work 

In the initial study [1] 9 minutes and 42 seconds of audio 
cassette recording of a sheep B ruminating (146 
seconds), a goat R ruminating (155 seconds), a goat P 
masticating ( 134 seconds) and a sheep A masticating 
(147 seconds), supplied by The University of Tasmania 
was used in the investigation. After initial investigation it 
was found there was little significant information in the 
recording above 1,680 Hz so the recordings were 
digitised at a sample rate of 3,360 Hz with I4 bit 
precision. Independent signal records of 33,792 points 
each were taken from the 4 categories to build up data 
for category samples. Each record represented 10.057 
seconds of continuous recording and it was subdivided 
into 33 contiguouS frames of 1,024 points each. 
Examples of sheep mastication and ruminating records 
are shown in Figures I-4. 

Feature vectors for category classification were derived 
from the power spectral estimate (PSE) of each 33,792 
point record. Firstly, 66 1,024 point frames were 
Blackman windowed to taper the values at the beginning 
and end of the frame to zero. This involved multiplying 
the I,024 points by the Blackman window function 
defmed by equation (1). 

The 66 frames were taken progressively through the 
record, each having a 512 point overlap with the 
previous frame. A 1,024 point Fast Fourier Transform 
(FFT) was performed on each frame. The magnitude 
squared values of each frame were averaged over the 66 
frames to produce a PSE of 512 points spanning 0 to 
I,680 Hz. Each point in the PSE represented a 3.28I25 
Hz frequency band. Next, the square root of the PSE 
was performed to produce the FFT magnitude which was 
divided into 9 equally spaced frequency bands of 
167.34375 Hz each. This choice was based on visual 
inspection of the PSE plots which indicated that most of 
these bands had differing information for the 4 
categories. Finally, the frequency components in each 
band were averaged and used to create a normalised 9 
dimensional feature vector for category classification. 

The Probabilistic Neural Network (PNN) [3,4] was used 
to perform the classification task because it performs 
well with relatively few independent feature vectors and 
it is quick and easy to train. For initial testing the 
following numbers of feature vectors for each of the 4 
categories were extracted from relatively noiseless parts 
of the recording: 

Class 1, Sheep B ruminating - 9 
Class 2, Goat R ruminating - 12 
Class 3, Sheep P masticating - 8 
Class 4, Goat A masticating - 4 

Due to the relatively small numbers of feature vectors 
(33) the PNN was used in the holdout test mode to 
maximise the results. In the holdout test mode each 
vector is taken out of the vector set in turn and tested 
against the remainder. The PNN achieved IOO% 
classification accuracy for sigma between 0.014 and 
0.071. 

In the next sample set some mostly noisy samples were 
added to the relatively noiseless samples above. The 
main type of noises were the banging of metal feed trays 
and occasional animal bleating during the mastication 
phases only. The rumination recordings had no loud 
noises in them except for occasional low level metal feed 
tray banging. The numbers of feature vectors were as 
follows: 

Class 1, Sheep B ruminating - II 
Class 2, Goat R ruminating - 12 
Class 3, Sheep P masticating - 11 
Class 4, Goat A masticating - I2 

Once again the PNN was used in the holdout test mode 
and it achieved 100% classification for sigma between 
0.028 and 0.049. 

These results showed that it was possible to positively 
identify sheep B ruminating, goat R ruminating, sheep P 

· masticating and goat A masticating from the audio 
recordings. The preprocessing and classification method 
described above was able to effectively perform the 
discrimination even when significant feed bin banging 
and bleating noises are mixed with feeding sounds. 

Dragojevic used an Autoregressive Power Spectral 
Density {APSD) estimation technique to extract the 
spectral features from each individual chew signal of 512 
points sampled at a rate of3,360 Hz. He used 12 spectral 
bins to create the feature vectors and tested various 
neural network classifiers. All data were taken from a 
single sheep fed clover. The training data set consisted of 
the following numbers of feature vectors: 

Class I, Sheep ruminating chew - I75 
Class 2, Sheep masticating chew - 175 
Class 3, Random Gaussian noise - 46 

The testing data set consisted of independent samples of: 

Class I, Sheep ruminating chew - 100 
Class 2, Sheep masticating chew - 100 
Class 3, Random Gaussian noise - 100 
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After training he achieved a 93% accuracy on the testing 
set using a PNN classifier. 

Both these preliminary studies provided enough 
confidence in the belief that there is sufficient spectral 
information in the chewing sounds to achieve satisfactory 
discrimination between sheep rumination and mastication 
phases. The main question which was left unanswered 
was, could a system be designed which was able to 
maintain a low intraclass and high interclass variance 
over the whole range of different sheep individuals and 
feed types? Another questiqn was, to what degree would 
the wide range of possible background noises and other 
signal effects affect the performance of the system? 
These questions can not be satisfactorily answered until 
sufficient data is collecte.d, manually classified and 
analysed. Unfortunately, t.mtil a sufficient amount of 
representative data is collected it is impossible to 
detemiine reliable system pert'f)rmance capabilities. This 
is so because there is nq W~)' to determine an adequate 
model of the process 3 priori, on which to base a system 
design. It must be determined primarily from 
representative data sample!! from what is essentially an 
infinite, varied and strictly \mknown set. 

4. System Specification 

The general system goal was to identify the rumination 
and mastication periods of 4 sheep, simultaneously in 
real-time, from their jaw soqnds transmitted through their 
skulls and transduced by ns,dio microphones. The sheep 
are penned in outdoor feeding lots which do not allow 
them to stray more than 200 metres from a designated 
radio receiving station. Also required was an estimate of 
the number of boli in the rumination periods and the 
number of chews per bolus as well as · the:~ number of 
chews in the mastication periods. 

The main task of the real-time system WllS to detect the 
individual chews and to classify each 10 !!ElCOnd period 
as a resting, masticating or ruminating period for each of 
the 4 channels. This information was th.e.n t() be saved in 
a data file for postprocessing which would impl"(>ve the 
accuracy of the classifications and estimate dle boli 
statistics. This in effect would redy~ the inf()rmation 
content of the jaw sounds to the e!!!Jential detail, thereby 
obviating the need to record the soUPds. 

4.1 Patterns and Signals of Interest 

The main patterns and signals of interest which are 
typically picked up in the jaw sound recordings are as 
follows: 

1) Rumination chews. 
2) Interval between boli, including a gulp sound when 

boli are swallowed and the next are regurgitated. 
3) Masticating chews during eating. 
4) Silence. 
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5) Noises. 
- Sheep noises, eg. 

- bleating, jumping, rubbing. 
- Environmental, eg. 

- wind and rain. 
- aeroplane, vehicle & machinery. 
- human voices and movement. 
-wild life. 

- Electrical, eg. 
-static. 
- radio signal break ip & out. 
- radio signal whistle & bowl. 

4.2 System Goals 

The general real-time system goals were to: 

1) Remove or reduce irrelevant signal and system noise. 
2) Uniquely detect individual chews (rumination or 

mastication). 
3) Measure the times between chews. 

From this information the system would specifically: 

1) Detect and classify rumination time periods. 
2) Measure the number of rumination chews. 
3) Detect and classifY mastication time periods. 
4) Measure the number of mastication chews. 
5) Detect and classify resting time periods. 
6) Record this essential information in a data file up to 

24 hours long. 

The data file would then be postprocessed to: 

I) Iniprove the accuracy of the classifications by use of 
local context information. 

2) Estimate the number ofboli and the number of 
chews per bolus. 

4.3 Design Constraints 

The major system design constraint was that it needed to 
be minimal in respect to hardware and development 
costs, that it needed to process the signals from 4 sheep 
simultaneously in real-time and be portable. This 
effectively meant that a portable PC 80486 with no 
expensive Digital Signal Processing (DSP) or maths 
accelerator cards was the most processing power 
available. Consequently, there was little processing time 
to do noise filtering, signal preprocessing or pattern 
recognition. The resulting penalty was that system 
accuracy, reliability and robustness was very dependent 
on there being minimal noise mixed with the chewing 
soundS. To compensate for this it was decided to develop 
an extra postprocessing program to improve and extract 
further information from the raw data files. 

Initial investigation showed that it was possible to 
achieve real-time processing speeds using a fast 80486 
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PC with an analogue to digital converter (ADC) board 
fitted. The processing software would be written in C to 
achieve the required speed. Essentially, the system would 
be sampling the current I 0 second period of sound as a 
background task while it was processing and data 
logging the results of the previous l 0 second period and 
so on continuously. 

5. Real-Time System Description 

The block diagram of the real-time system is shown in 
Figure 5. It has 4 similar independent sound channels 
which are fed from the radio microphones attached to the 
top of the sheep's heads [5]. The output of the radio 
microphones is set to normal line level. These radio 
microphones have a range of at least 200 metres in an 
open paddock which represents the maximum distance 
which any sheep was expected to be from the receiver. 

Each sound signal comes from the animal's head via the 
radio microphone system. It is then converted to a digital 
signal after it passes through a variable gain preamplifier 
and bandpass filter. The preamplifier has a manually 
adjusted gain of between 0.7 to 9.5. The bandpass filter 
has a bandwidth between 7 Hz and 212 Hz. The 
bandwidth represents the frequency band where most of 
the information related to chewing is found. 

The signals are digitised via a 12 bit Analog to Digital 
Converters (ADCs) sampling at 400 Hz. These are 
passed through 10 second signal buffers and · then 
through moving-average squared summers which 
produce signal energy outputs. Chews are impulsive so 
they produce distinct energy pulses whereas continuous 
sounds produce more constant and smooth energy 
outputs. Both the raw and energy signal outputs are 
passed through their own I 0 second buffers. The signal 
energy detector outputs are also passed through a 10 
second buffer. The features for the feeding phase 
categorisations are extracted from these three buffers. 
The system actually uses double buffering so that 
processing is done on the previous buffer data while the 
current buffers are being filled. This allows I 0 seconds 
to do all the required computations on the previous 10 
seconds of the 4 channels of data. 

The mastication phase categorisations are determined by 
the neural network classifier which is fed by the features 
from the 3 I 0 second buffers for each of the 4 channels. 
These classifications along with the pulse waveforms 
computed by the energy pulse detectors are saved and 
stored in a date stamped data file. 

The system consists of a Toshiba T6400 laptop PC, a 
PC-126 PC analog to digital (ADC) interface card, a 
custom built analogue filter interface box and system 
software. The PC-126 card is plugged into the single slot 
expansion bus of the T6400 and the interface box shown 
in Figure 6 is plugged into the PC-126 via a 34 way 

ribbon cable. 

5.1 Energy Pulse Detector 

The energy pulse detector is based on the classic energy 
detector which can be used when the signal waveform is 
either not known or changing within a given bandwidth. 
The classic energy detector assumes Gaussian white 
noise and relies on a detection threshold DT of SIN 0 to 
make the detection decision at some preassigned level of 
correctness. The signal is squared, integrated for a given 
time T and then thresholded at some level. The detection 
threshold level is chosen depending on exactly what 
probability of detection vs probability of false detecting 
is required. This approach can be used only if we have a 
signal with a large bandwidth-time product, a constant 
energy strength and additive Gaussian white noise. 
Unfortunately the chews are neither of constant energy 
nor duration so this type of detector as it stands is not 
suitable. 

The detector which has been implemented integrates the 
signal power of the chewing in the bandwidth between 7-
212Hz but instead of using a fixed threshold an ad hoc 
energy pulse detector algorithm is used which is largely 
independent of signal strength and duration. The energy 
pulse is detected by scanning the energy signal with a 
fixed and equally spaced 3 point template and measuring 
the relative values at those 3 points to decide if a pulse is 
present or not. 

Examples of rumination and mastication energy 
waveforms and their corresponding pulse detections are 
shown in Figure 7. Notice that in the I 0 second 
·rumination sequence some of the small energy peaks are 
not detected but the system is still able to classify it as 
rumination. 

5.2 Neural Network Classifier and 
Features 

The neural network classifier which is used to categorise 
the feeding phases is a Multi-layer Perceptron (MLP) 
with 21 input, 7 hidden and 3 output nodes. It required 
50,000 training iterations at a gain setting of 0.00 I and 
momentum setting of 0.0001 to achieve a satisfactory 
classifier performance. There are three types of features 
and a total of 21 derived from the three I 0 second 
buffers, pulse period, energy and frequency spectral 
features. The pulse period statistics are computed only if 
there are more than 2 pulses in the buffer. The feature 
vector is x and its 21 element values are as follows: 

Pulse Period Features 

x[O]=(no. of chews /30.0), ifmax pulse period -:~: 0 
x[l]=(mean pulse periodlmax pulse period}, if mean 

pulse period -:~: 0 
x[2]=(median pulse period/mean pulse period ) 
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x[3]=(0.l SO of pulse periods/mean pulse period) 
x[4]=(min pulse period I mean pulse period) 
x[5]=(mean pulse period/20.0), ifmax pulse period~ 0 
x[6]=(mean pulse period/maximum pulse period) 

Energy features 

If standard deviation (SO) of energy ~ 0 then: 

x[7]=(10 mean energy/SO of energy), if mean energy~ 0 
x[8]=(10 minimum energy/mean energy) 
x[9]=(mean energy/2000.0), if maximum energy pulse 

height~ 0 
x[IO]=(mean energy pulse height/maximum energy 

pulse height), if SO of energy pulse heights~ 0 
x[ll]=(mean energy pulse height/SO of energy pulse 

heights ), if mean energy pulse height ~ 0 
x[I2]=(minimum energy pulse height/mean energy 

pulse height ) 

Signal Frequency Spectral Features 

x[l3]=(band I (0-25 Hz)/max. band energy) 
x[l4]=(band 2 (25-50 Hz)/max. band energy) 
x[l5]=(band 3 (50-75 Hz)/maX:. band energy) 
x[l6]=(band 4 (75-100 Hz)/max. band energy) 
x[l7]=(band 5 (100-125 Hz)/max. band energy) 
x[18]=(band 6 (125-150 Hz)/max. band energy) 
x[l9]=(band 7 (150-175 Hz)/max. band energy) 
x[20]=(band 8 (175-200 Hz)/max. band energy) 

6. System Test Results 

The MLP (21-7-3) neural network classifier was trained 
with a wide range of data taken from various field trials 
and different sheep. The resulting category confusion 
matrices for independent training and testing data sets 
were as shown in Tables I and 11. The columns represent 
the true categories and the rows represent the neural 
network's outputs. For example in the training matrix 
there were 68 class 2 (ruminating) samples misclassified 
as class I (masticating) by the neural network classifier. 
Class 0 represents resting, class 1 masticating and class 2 
ruminating. 

The system was finally tested using signals from two 
signal tapes which had been manually analysed for 
comparison purposes. These were: 

1) Tape 13 right track, animal number 3247 grazing 
clover-dominant pasture from 14:00 to 19:16 hours 
on the 17th October 1993. 

2) Tape 14 left track, animal number 3263 grazing a 
mixed pasture (clover and grasses) from 14:00 to 
19:45 hours on the 17th October 1993. 

TABLE I 
0 I 2 
rest mast rum. 

0 900 0 0 
rest 
1 0 753 68 
mast 
2 I 105 1169 
rum 

94.19% training accuracy 

TABLE ll 
0 I 2 
rest mast rum. 

0 900 0 0 
rest 
1 0 742 79 
mast 
2 2 117 1156 
rum. 

93.39% testing accuracy 

System results for data 1 

Total no. of resting chews 191 
Total no. of masticating chews 15884, 

(-4.1% error wrt 16569 human count) 
(-3.5% errorwrt 19489 total human count) 

Total no of ruminating chews 3702, 
(+26.8% error wrt 2920 human count) 
(+4.0% error wrt 19489 total human count) 

Total number of chews 19777 
. ( + 1.5% error wrt 19489 human c~unt) 

Human, masticating /total chews 0.850 
(16569/19489) 

Measured, masticating/total chews 0.813 
(16075/19777) 
(-3.7% error) 

Human, ruminating/total chews 0.150 
(2920/19489) 

Measured, ruminating/total chews 0.187 
(3702/19777) 
(+3.7 error) 
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The data file produced from the first test was then 
postprocessed to improve the classification accuracy. 
This was done by a simple filter which reclassified each 
I 0 second signal sample to that of its immediate 
neighbours if both its neighbours were the same as each 
other but different to it. The filter was designed to 
correct the occasional error in a sequence which was 
mostly correct. Once a sheep starts ruminating it is quite 
likely to continue doing so in an unbroken sequence for 
some minutes. 

Results for data 1 after postprocessing 

Total no. of resting chews 98 
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Total no. of masticating chews 15943, 
( -3.8% error wrt 16569 human count) 
(-3.2% error wrt 19489 total human count) 

Total no. of ruminating chews 3736, 
{+27.9% error wrt 2920 human count) 
(+4.2% error wrt 19489 total human count) 

Total number ofchews 19777 
( + 1.5% error wrt 19489 human count) 

Human, masticating /total chews 0.850 
(16569/19489) 

Measured, masticating/total chews 0.811 
(6041/19777) 
(-3.9% error) 

Human, ruminating/total chews0.150 
(2920/19489) 

Measured, ruminating/total chews 0.189 
3736/19777 
(+3.9% error) 

When sheep were grazing on clover-dominant pasture 
classification was difficult as the masticating can 
sometimes be very rhythmic and therefore be confused 
with rumination. This can be seen in the high error in the 
ruminating chew count. In this case filtering the raw data 
file did not significantly improve the accuracy. The 
errors in the proportions of masticating and ruminating 
chews with respect to the total were -3.9% and 3.9% 
after filtering .. 

System results for data 2 

Total no. of resting chews 93 
Total no. of masticating chews 17301, 

( + 1.5% error wrt 17040 human count) 
(0.9% error wrt 27541 total human count) 

Total no. of ruminating chews 9114, 
(-13.2% error wrt 10501 human count) 
(-5.0% error wrt 27541 total human count) 

Total number of chews 26508, 
(-3.8% error wrt 27541 human count) 

Human, masticating! total chews 0.619 
(17040/27541) 

Measured masticating/total chews 0.656 
(17394/26508) 
(+3.7% error) 

Human, ruminating/total chews 0.3 81 
' (10501/27541 

Measured ruminating/total chews 0.343 
(9114/26508 
(-3.7% error) 

Results for data 2 after postprocessing 

Total no. of resting chews 34 
Total no. of masticating chews 16735, 

( -1.8% error wrt 17040 human count) 
( -1.1% error wrt 27541 total human count) 

Total no. of ruminating chews 9739, 
(-7.3% error wrt 10501 human count) 

(-2.8% error wrt 27541 total human count) 
Total number of chews 26508, 

(-3.8% error wrt 27541 human count) 
Human, masticating/total chews 0.619 

(17040/27541) 
Measured, masticating/total chews 0.633 

(16769/26508) 
(+1.4% error) 

Human, ruminating/total chews 0.381 
(10501127541 

Measured ruminating/total chews 0.367 
(9739/26508) 
(-1.4% error) 

Mixed pasture is easier to classifY than clover as can be 
seen by the better rumination accuracy. Filtering the raw 
data file did significantly improve the accuracy. Most of 
the error was probably due to the error in the total count 
rather than classifier error. The errors in the proportions 
of masticating and ruminating chews with respect to the 
total were 1.4% and -1.4% after the postprocessing 
which is an improvement. 

The beginning of data 1 from 5:24 to 15:40 minutes (616 
seconds) has a section of rumination with 13 boli with 
the following numbers of chews in each bolus: 

60,62,65,65,65, 72,61, 78,63, 71,60,69, 71 

The mean number of chews per bolus was 66. 

The system can compute a histogram of chew frequency 
over any desired time interval. Over the interval of 6 to 
15 minutes into the data it computed a histogram with a 

·peak of 68 chews. This provides a fair estimate of the 
chews per bolus expected for this sheep. Unfortunately it 
was not possible to develop a reliable end of bolus 
detector to be able to measure accurate bolus statistics in 
real-time. Therefore, it was strongly recommended that 
this be done manually by intelligent inspection of the 
pulse waveform over a typical rumination sequence. This 
recommendation also applies to the measurement of 
bolus lengths. 

7. Conclusions 

The system performs fairly well in respect to chew 
detection when it is applied to field tests where the 
background noises are relatively few and subdued. The 
masticating phase classifier appears to work very well 
with mixed pasture. However, the classification accuracy 
is a problem in relation to clover pasture because clover 
mastication can sometimes be very rhythmic and 
therefore be confused with rumination. The classifier has 
a bias toward rumination with clover pasture. The work 
done by Dragojevic was done on clover pasture and it 
shows that discrimination between mastication and 
rumination chews can be achieved by analysing the 
spectrum of individual chews. This can be exploited in a 
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number of ways to improve the classification accuracy 
but more research is needed. Also, more could be done 
in the postprocessing program to more effectively 
identify rumination blocks by better analysis of context 
information. 

In any event there needs to be much more time spent on 
collecting and analysing the signal characteristics of the 
chewing sounds over the whole range of sheep and feed 
types as well as the expected background noises. This is 
not a trivial problem but more work will certainly result 
in progressively improved performance. 

The system as it stands appears to be a useful analysis 
tool if it is used carefully in conjunction with some 
human judgment and intervention. The system should be 
seen as a preliminary prototype toward a possible 
commercial implementation. Through its use some of the 
more critical problems have been revealed showing the 
path toward improved performance. 

9. Future Developments 

If there is enough processing power to sample the signals 
at a much higher rate and use artificial neural networks to 
process the chewing signals in real-time then it is 
possible to further improve system performance. The 
system's effectiveness is mainly related to the accurate 
detection of the chews in time. If they can be accurately 
detected and . discriminated against noise then much of 
the data and features required for good system 
performance would be considerably improved. This is a 
very difficult problem to solve with classical linear 
techniques because the chewing signals vary .in 
amplitude and exact wave shape for the same animal as 
well as from animal to animal. What is needed is a 
nonlinear correlator which can detect the chews in time 
much in the same way as a linear correlator does using a 
fixed waveform template. This can be achieved by using 
a neural network [6]. With a much more accurate 
chewing detection the performance of the existing system 
can be improved as mentioned above or the system can 
be further improved with another neural network trained 
to recognise individual rumination and mastication 
chews (as demonstrated by Dragojevic 1994). This extra 
classification information could help improve the 
accuracy of the rumination and mastication period 
classification. 

A possible improved system is shown in Figure 8. It uses 
a higher signal sampling rate and a neural network chew 
detector, but is otherwise similar to the existing system. 
Due to the higher sample rate and more signal 
information it would be expected to perform better than 
the existing system which has been designed around tight 
processing time constraints. 

Another more practical improvement would be to use 
much smaller radio microphones and transmitters which 
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can be attached to the sheep's head. The existing system 
uses fairly bulky and delicate radio equipment which is 
strapped to the sheep's back with a microphone lead 
extending to the top of the head. This arrangement is 
fraught with difficulty as the sheep tend to interfere with 
the equipment in an attempt to remove it from their 
backs. 
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Abstract 
The mining environment, being complex, irregular and time varying, presents a challenging prospect for stereo vision. 
For this application, speed, reliability, and the ability to produce a dense depth map are of foremost importance. This 
paper assesses the suitability of a number of matching techniques for use ~n a ster~o vision sensor for cl~se range scen~s 
consisting primarily of rocks. These include traditional area-based matchmg metrzcs, and non-parametric transforms, m 
particular, the rank and census transforms. Experimental results show that the rank and census transforms exhibit a 
number of clear advantages over area-based matching metrics, including their low computational complexity, and 
robustness to certain types of distortion. 

1. Introduction 

Perception of the three-dimensional environment is a pre
requisite for mine equipment automation, since 
autonomous vehicles and robot devices need to be aware 
of the surrounding environment in order to plan their 
actions imd carry out tasks. Stereo vision is a technique 
used to discern depth information from a scene, in which 
two (or more) images of a scene are taken from different 
perspectives, and depth is computed from stereo disparity. 
Applications for stereo vision include aerial 
photogrammetry£19,23], autonomous vehicle guidance 
[21 ], robotics and industrial automation. The mining 
environment, being complex, irregular and time varying, 
presents a challenging prospect for stereo vision. For this 
application, speed, reliability, and the ability to produce a 
dense depth map are of foremost importance[11]. 

A fundamental issue is to establish correspondence or 
matching of points in two images, such as the ROCK 
stereo pair of Figure I, in order to compute the disparity 
and subsequently the depth information. This paper 
assesses the suitability of a number of matching techniques 
for use in a stereo vision sensor for close range scenes 
consisting primarily of rocks. 

Matching techniques may typically be categorised 
according to the type of matching primitives they 
employ[l4]: 

Area-based which are distinguished by the fact that actual 
grey-level pixel values in the stereo images are 
compared to fmd the best match. The information 
contained in a single pixel is not sufficient for 
unambiguous matching, therefore regularly sized 

pixel neighbourhoods are compared using 
matching metrics£13,14,18]. 

Transform-based in which some manner of 
transformation of the pixel values in the stereo 
images takes place prior to matching. The 
transformed images may then be matched using 
area-based metrics. Examples include 
filtering[4], and non-parametric transforms 
including the rank and census transforms[25]. 

Feature-based which are characterised by the use of 
image features such as edges, vertices and 
polygons as the matching primitives. These 
methods rely on feature extraction[7]. The 
symbolic representations of these features are 
then compared to fmd the best match[2, 16,22]. 

Feature-based matchers tend to be faster than area-based 
methods, since only a small subset of pixels are used. 
However, they typically yield very sparse depth maps, 
since matching only takes place at image locations where 
features occur, and results for intermediate points must be 
obtained by interpolation[16,20]. This interpolation 
process relies on assumptions about the scene geometry 
between features. Feature-based matchers are also highly 
accurate since features may be located with sub-pixel 
precision. They are best suited to images where features 
are relatively sparse, such as scenes containing planar 
surfaces delineated by edges. Such scenes would typically 
be comprised of man-made objects. Area-based matchers 
are usually unsuitable to use on these images, since their 
smooth surfaces lack sufficient texture for an area-based 
matcher to match on. 

Area based techniques, on the other hand, are best suited to 
highly textured scenes, in contrast to feature-based 
techniques which tend to be confused by a large amount of 
surface texture[18]. Area-based matchers can also 
potentially yield matching results for every image pixel 
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Figure 1: ROCK stereo pair. 

and hence yield a dense depth map. The advantages of 
area-based algorithms include their simplicity and 
straightforward implementation, as well as their 
amenability to hardware realisation[l]. However, their 
accuracy is not as high as the feature-based methods. This 
is due to the smoothing effect introduced by using a square 
window ofpixels for matching[IO]. 

This paper examines area-based matching techniques in 
detail, for the following reasons: 

1. Scenes comprised of rocks usually have a large 
amount of surface texture, and are therefore well 
suited to area based matching. 

2. They have the potential to yield a dense depth 
map. 

3. They are amenable to fast hardware 
implementation. 

Transform-based techniques, being based on the matching 
of dense information, essentially exhibit the same 
advantages and disadvantages as area-based techniques. A 
class of transforms known as non-parametric transforms 
have recently been proposed for stereo matching. In 
addition to the advantages listed above, these transforms 
are robust to radiometric distortion and small amounts of 
random noise. The objective of this paper is to assess their 
suitability for mining automation applications. 

2. Area-Based Matching 

In area-based matching, a point to be matched essentially 
becomes the centre of a small window of pixels, and this 
window is compared with similarly sized regions in the 
other image. Matching metrics are used to provide a 
numerical measure of the similarity between a template 
window in the first image and a candidate window in the 
second image, and hence are used to determine the 
optimum match. 

Epipolar geometry[6] is used to improve the efficiency of 
the matching process by constraining the search to one 
dimension. Stereo images may be rectified such that the 
epipolar lines correspond to the horizontal scan lines[3]. A 
simple approach used in area based matching is to compute 
the value of the matching metric using a fixed window in 

the first image and a shifting window in the second image, 
as illustrated in Figure 2. 

The shifting window is moved in integer increments along 
the epipolar line, where the amount of shift is the test 
disparity. The disparity having the optimum value for the 
matching metric is then selected. 

2.1 Matching Problems 

All area-based matching algorithms must deal with at least 
the following problems: 
Occlusions caused by portions of a scene being visible in 

only one image. 
Repetitive patterns which can potentially result in invalid 

matches. 
Bland regions which do not contain enough information 

for matching, eg, a featureless wall. 
Perspective distortion which occurs because the shape of 

objects will change when they are viewed from 
different vantage points. 

Radiometric distortion which may result in a constant 
offset between pixel values in the two images, 
and/or pixel intensities in one image being 
multiplied by a gain factor with respect to the 
other image. These effects are caused by 
differences in camera parameters, such as gain, 
bias and gamma factor. 

Specular reflection caused by the reflectance properties of 
the object. Matching algorithms usually assume 
Lambertian reflection model, in which an object 
reflects light equally in all directions. It is 
therefore assumed that a particular point will have 
the same intensity regardless of the direction from 
which it is viewed. However, this is often not the 
case, with specular (mirror-like) reflection being 
the most dramatic departure from the Lambertian 
case. 

Noise which is introduced by the image acquisition and 
digitisation process. 

2.2 Matching Metrics 

A number of classical matching metrics are listed in Table 
I. All these metrics use a square window of pixels as the 
basis for comparison. 
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SAD Sum of Absolute Lil1 (u, v)- 12 (u, v)l Differences 
(u,••)eW 

ZSAD Zero Mean Sum of 
(u~~ 11 (u, v)- 11 (u, v))- { 12 (u, v)- 12 (u, v) )I Absolute Differences 

SSD Sum of Squared _L{I1(u, v)- 12 (u, v)f Differences 
(u ,v)eW 

ZSSD Zero Mean Sum of .Lj{I1(u, v)- / 1 (u, v) )-{I2 (u, v) - 12 (u, v) )f Squared Differences 
(u, v) 

NCC Normalised Cross Lf1(u,v)·12 (u,v) Correlation 
(u ,v)eW 

~(u"fw 11 2 (u, v) . (u~:2 2 (u, v) 

ZNCC Zero Mean _L{I1(u, v)- 11 (u, v) )·(12 (u, v) - / 2 (u, v)) Normalised Cross 
Correlation 

(u ,v)eW 

.L {I1(u,v)-I1(u,v)f · .'L(I2 (u,v) - 12 (u,v)r 
(u,••)eW (u,v)eW 

Table 1: Area-based matching measures[ I]. In each case, I1 denotes the template window, h 

denotes the candidate window, and L denotes summation over the window. 
(u ,v)eW 

The SAD and the SSD are intuitively the simplest, and 
computationally the least expensive of all the matching 
measures[ 17]. Two areas which consist of exactly the 
same pixel values would yield a score of zero. However, 
these measures will no longer yield the correct results in 
the case of radiometric distortion. The ZSAD and the 
ZSSD have been devised to deal with this problem, by 
subtracting the mean of the match area from each intensity 
value. However, the improved performance of the ZSAD 
and ZSSD over the SAD and SSD is offset by substantially 
increased computational complexity. 

The NCC measure deals with a possible gain factor by 
dividing by the variances of each window, while the 
ZNCC measure additionally deals with the offset problem 
by first subtracting the mean from each pixel value. For 
grey level images, these metrics will have a value ranging 
from -1 to 1, where 1 represents the best match. 

2.3 Validation of Matches 

Once the optimum match is selected using a matching 
metric, a number of simple validation techniques may be 
applied in order to identify incorrect matches. 

-~-
- -~ --

/ .mftiog ol!lldim: w:iodow 

- -~~- --
--~~- --

Figure 2: Epipolar constrained area-based matching. 

One such technique is left-right consistency 
checking[14,18], which involves reversing the roles of the 
two images and performing matching a second time, as 
illustrated by Figure 3. 

Firstly, epipolar constrained matching is carried out using 
a template window centred on I" and the point I2, which is 
the best match for 1~. is found. Matching is then performed 
again, this time using a template window centred on 12• If 
this match leads back to the original point 1~. then the 
match is consistent, otherwise, it is flagged as inconsistent. 
This validity test is likely to detect invalid matches which 
may result from bland areas, and also from occlusions. 
The pixels which comprise an occluded area are likely to 
match, more or less at random, with locations in the other 
image. However, these locations are unlikely to match 
back to the pixels in the occlusion area, rather, they are 
more likely to match with their own corresponding points. 
This validation technique can be fooled by repetitive 
patterns. 

:x::::::;;zz:: :: 
inoonsistmt 
match 

Figure 3 : Consistent and inconsistent matches. The 
match on the left is consistent, while the match on the 
right is inconsistent[14]. 
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The number of correct matches can be further increased by 
removing isolated matches from the matches which remain 
after left-right consistency checking. This heuristic is 
based on the assumption that isolated matches are more 
likely to be incorrect[l3, 14]. 

3. Non-Parametric Techniques 

Non-parametric techniques are based on the relative 
ordering of pixel intensities within a window, rather than 
the intensity values themselves. Consequently, these 
techniques are robust with respect to radiometric 
distortion, since differences in gain and bias between two 
images will not affect the ordering of pixe1s within a 
window. In addition, these transforms are tolerant to a 
small number of outliers within a window, and are 
therefore robust with respect to small amounts of random 
noise[8]. 

Two non-parametric transforms which are suited to fast 
implementation are[25]: 

Rank Transform 
This is defined as the number of pixels in the 
window whose value is less than the centre pixel. 
The images will therefore be transformed into an 
array of integers, whose value ranges from 0 to N-
1, where N is the number of pixels in the window. 
A pair of rank transformed images are then 
matched using one of the matching metrics of 
Table I. For hardware implementation, it is 
advantageous to use a matching metric based on 
integer arithmetic, such as the SAD or the SSD. 

Census Transform 
This transform maps the window surrounding the 
centre pixel to a bit string. If a particular pixel's 
value is less than the centre pixel then the 
corresponding position in the bit string will be set 
to 1, otherwise it is set to zero. Two census 
transformed images are compared using a 
similarity metric based on the Hamming distance, 
ie, the number of bits that differ in the two bit 
strings. The Hamming distance is summed over 
the window, ie, 

IHamming(l;(u,v),l~(x+u,y+v)) (1) 
(u,v)eW 

where I{ and I~ represent the census transforms 

of I 1 and I 2 . Two hardware implementations of 
this scheme are discussed in [12,24]. 

4. Experimental Results 

A matching scheme used to compare various area-based 
metrics is shown in Figure 4. 

ldt 
ldt <lisp. i- lclt-rigbt 

Rrdilied cloc<:kiJJ8 Validllllod 

Imo,p Dgbt + Disporil)o 

Dgbt disp. filmDg Map 

iaoooj!O 

Figure 4: Overall matching process using area-based 
matching metrics. 

In each case, a rectified stereo pair is input to the matching 
stage, which uses one of the metrics from Table I to 
determine the initial disparity maps with respect to each 
image. The left-right consistency criterion, in addition to 
filtering to remove isolated matches, are then applied, in 
order to remove invalid matches. The resulting output 
consists of a disparity map with respect to the right image, 
from which invalid matches have been removed. 

The steps involved in matching using the rank and census 
transforms are shown in Figure 5 and Figure 6. 
respectively. The rank transformed stereo images are 
matched using the SAD metric, while the census 
transformed images are matched using the Hamming 
measure of Equation (1). In each case, the disparity maps 
output from the matcher may then be input to the validity 
checking stage of Figure 4. 

loft 
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Figure 5: Overall matching process rank transform. 

left census 
image 
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right oensus Measure Map 
image . 

Figure 6: Overall matching process census transform. 

The algorithms of Figure 4, Figure 5 and Figure 6 were 
tested using a large number of test stereo pairs, including 
the ROCK, IROCKS 1 and Jl pairs of Figure 1, Figure 9 
and Figure 12 respectively. The IROCKS1 and Jl test 
pairs were used in the JISCT stereo evaluation[9], and are 
both affected by radiometric distortion. In IROCKS1, the 
left image is approximately 28% brighter than the right, 
while in Jl, the right image is approximately 13% brighter 
than the left. 

The disparity maps obtained for the ROCK, IROCKSl and 
Jl stereo pairs, using the area-based metrics of Table I are 
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Figure 7: Disparity of ROCK stereo pair, produced using (a) SAD, (b) SSD, (c) NCC, (d) ZSAD, (e}ZSSD, (f) ZNCC 
metric. The ZSAD, ZSSD, NCC and ZNCC metrics result in the highest proportion of valid matches, however, these 
metrics have a significantly higher computational overhead than the SAD and the SSD. 

shown in Figure 7, Figure 10 and Figure 13 respectively. 
Lighter regions in the result disparity maps correspond to 
larger disparities, while black regions consist of invalid 
matches which were removed. A matching window si~ of 
11 x 11 was used for each metric. The disparity results 
using the rank and census transforms on the test pairs are 
shown in Figure 8, Figure 11 and Figure 14 respectively. 
The census transform was performed using windows of 
size 5 x 5, however, the matching process used windows of 
size 11 x 11. 

The proportion of matches remammg after validity 
checking for each metric are shown in Table Il. These 
values represent a preliminary estimate of the performance 
of each matching metric. 

5. Discussion 

It can be seen from Figure 7, Figure 10 and Figure 13 that 
the SAD and the SSD are clearly not robust with respect to 
radiometric d!stortion. Use of ZSAD, ZSSD, NCC and 
ZNCC resulted in improved robustness to radiometric 
distortion and consequently a higher proportion of valid 
matches, as shown in Table Il. However, these metrics 
result in increased computational complexity, since they 
consist of floating point operations. The NCC and ZNCC 
are particularly computationally expensive due to the 

presence of floating point multiplication, division and 
square root operations. 

The proportion of matched pixels as shown in Table 11 is 
highly dependent on the content of the images. For 
example, stereo pairs containing large occluded regions 
would lead to a lower proportion of matched pixels for this 
pair. Also, the presence of large bland regions, for 
example, a background wall, can further decrease the 
proportion of matched pixels. Despite these perturbations, 
results for all test stereo pairs show that the SAD and the 
SSD are consistently out-performed by all the other 
matching metrics tested, as well as the rank and census 
transforms. 

Two matching algorithms based on non-parametric 
transforms have been tested - the rank transform followed 
by matching with the SAD metric, and the census 
transform followed by matching with the Hamming metric. 
For the test imagery used, matching using the rank and 
census transforms was fowid to be reliable in the presence 
of radiometric distortion. The results of Figures 11 and 14 
clearly illustrate the improvement in the disparity results of 
the rank and census transforms in comparison to the SAD 
ans SSD results of Figures 10 and 13. Table II shows that, 
for the test pairs used in this paper, the rank and census 
algorithms resulted in disparity maps whose proportion of 
valid matches is comparable to the ZSAD, ZSSD and 
NCC. 
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Figure 8: Disparity of rock stereo pair, produced using (a) Rank transform followed by SAD and (b) Census transform 
followed by Hamming metric. The rank and census methods result in a higher proportion of valid matches than the SAD 
and SSD, and in addition, they do not introduce the computational overhead of the ZSAD, ZSSD and ZNCC. 

Figure 9: IROCKSI stereo pair. Note the radiometric distortion, the left image being approximately 28% brighter than the 
right. 

6. Conclusion 

This paper has explored the suitability of matching 
algorithms for a stereo vision sensor for mining 
automation. The requirements of this sensor are speed, 
reliability and the ability to produce a dense depth map. 
Area-based matching techniques have been investigated 
for this application, for a number of reasons. Firstly, they 
are suited to textured scenes, and scenes of rocks tend to 
be textured. Secondly, they have the potential to yield a 
dense depth map. Finally, they are amenable to real-time 
hardware implementation. 

Previous studies[l] have compared traditional area based 
metrics for a range of image types. This paper differs from 
previous work in that in addition to area based metrics, 
two non-parametric transforms, namely the rank and 
census, have been investigated. Also, since the purpose of 
this study was to assess matching algorithms for mining 
automation, test stereo pairs consisting of close range 
scenes of rocks were used. 

Both the rank and the census transforms were found to 
result in improved reliability of matching in the presence 
of radiometric distortion. This is significant since 
radiometric distortion is a problem which often arises in 
practice, particularly when low cost cameras are used. In 
fact, the performance of matching using these transforms is 

comparable to that of area based metrics such as the 
ZSAD, ZSSD, and NCC. However, the rank and census 
transforms have the additional advantage in that they do 
not introduce the computational complexity of these 
metrics. Both transforms are also amenable to fast 
hardware implementation[5], making them potentially 
suitable for real-time applications. As a result, they merit 
further investigation for a real-time, reliable stereo 
matching sensor for mining automation applications. 
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A new eight-neighbour symmetric post-filtering technique is introduced in this paper to reduce the widely known 
blocking artifact that is commonly found in the reconstructed images of block-based transform coding schemes. Also, 
we have modified the Iecently introduced quantitative quality metric called Generalized Block-Edge Impairment Metric 
(GBIM). In the proposed filtering, the weights of the eight neighbouring pixe/s of the pixel of interest are determined by 
the modified Lagrange's interpolation algorithm. The proposed technique reduces the blocking anifact while 
maintaining the sharpness of the reconstructed image. The proposed technique has been compared with a number of 
well known eight neighbour filters, such as. Reeve and Lim's filter. the Laplacian eight neighbour accounting filter 
(LENAF), the Lap/acian four neighbour filter with +form, the Laplacian four neighbour filter with x form and a two 
neighbour filter. These comparisons have been carried out using Peak Signal-to-Noise Ratio (PSNR), GBIM and 
Modijie, Generalized Block-Edge Impairment Metric (MGBIM). 

keywords: Lagrange's interpolation, peak signal-to-noise ratio, linear filtering, video coding, post-filtering block
edge impairment metric. 

1. Introduction 

Block-based transform coding has been used to reduce 
inter-pixel redundancy in a number of international 
image and video coding/compression standards. The 
widely known blocking artifact, that appears as 
discontinuties between adjacent blocks in a 
reconstructed image, is a common artifact typically 
found in images or video coded using low bit-rate block
based coding algorithms [5]. Example of this artifact 
are shown in Figs. 2(a) and 2(b), where it is most 
evident in smoothly textured areas of medium 
luminosity, such as the trunk of the tree in the flower 
garden image. The original images of these 
reconstructed images are given in Figs. 1(a) and 1(b) 
respectively. 

This block discontinuity is a direct result of the 
independent coding of each block within an image, 
without considering the inter-pixel correlation that 
might exist between adjacent blocks. Due to its near
optimum energy compaction properties for highly 
correlated data, and the availability of fast 
implementations, the DCT has played an integral role in 
a number of image and video coding standards. The 
prominence of the blocking effect in coding schemes 

that use the DCT is subject to the coarseness of the 
quantisation of the DCT coefficients of either one or both of 
the adjacent blocks. The default quantisation matrix used in 
this paper is from the MPEG-1 digital video coding standard 
and it is given in Table I [4]. 

Several methods have been proposed in the image and video 
coding literature to reduce the blocking artifacts. Some of 
the most widely known linear low-pass filtering techniques 
include 1) the eight neighbour filters, such as Reeve and 
Lim's method [6] and the Laplacian eight neighbour filter 
LENAF [1], 2) the four neighbour filters (LFNAF+ and 
LFNAFx) [1], and 3) Tzou's anisotropic method [9]. These 
techniques use a linear post filtering along the block 
boundaries of the decoded image frames. From this research 
work, it has been found that all these methods reduce the 
visual blocking effects in the reconstructed images, and yield 
better visual quality images than the reconstructed ones. 
However, the experimental results show that the blocking 
effects can still be reduced and image quality can be 
improved. In this paper, a new eight neighbour post filtering 
technique is introduced using the modified Lagrange's 
interpolation algorithm [7] to reduce the blocking effects 
further in order to obtain a better quality images. 
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8 16 19 22 26 27 29 34 
16 16 22 24 27 29 34 37 
19 22 26 27 29 34 34 38 
22 22 26 27 29 34 37 40 
22 26 27 29 32 35 40 48 
26 27 29 32 35 40 48 58 
26 27 29 34 38 46 56 69 
27 29 35 38 46 56 69 83 

Table 1: MPEG-1 Quantisation Matrix 

A brief discussion of linear filters is provided in Section 
2, which is divided into three subsections. In 
subsections 2.1 and 2.2 the eight neighbour and four 
neighbour filters are described, respectively, and in 
subsection 2.3 Tzou's method is presented. In Section 3, 
a new eight neighbour filter using the modified 
Lagrange's interpolation is proposed Section 4 
describes two performance measures for determining 
which filtering methoo is better than the others in terms 
of quantitative quality and visual quality. In subsections 
4.1 and 4.2, the numerical measure PSNR and a 
modified version of the quantitative quality metric 
MGBIM are discussedrespectively. Section 5 presents 
experimental results and Section 6 summarises our 
·major findings of this investigation. 

2. Linear Filters 

Several linear filtering techniques have been introduced 
in the image and video coding literature to reduce the 
blocking artifacts. Among them, Reeve and Urn's 
method, LENAF, LFNAF+, LFNAFx and Tzou's 
method have been considered in this paper. In these 
techniques, linear filtering is performed on the pixels 
along the boundary of each block using the closest eight 
neighbouring pixels of the pixel of interest. Not every 
method uses all the closest eight neighbouring pixels. 
For example, Reeve and Iim 's method and LENAF use 
all eight neighbouring pixels and LFNAF+ and 
LFNAFx use only four pixels, whilst Tzou's method 
uses only two pixels which are perpendicular to the 
edge of the block. 

2.1 Eight Neighbour Filters 

Reeve and Urn's method and LENAF can be considered 
as eight neighbour filters as they both use all the eight 
neighbouring pixels of the pixel of interest along the 
boundary of a block. These two methods are discussed 
in this section. Let us consider two adjacent blocks A 
and B of a video frame with the block boundary XY and 
a pixel a falling on the block boundary of A. 
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Its intensity value s2[i,j] calculated using its eight 
neighbouring pixels with intensity values sJ[i+c, j+d], 
where c, d = -1, 0,1. In this process, 5 pixels from the block 
A and 3 pixels from block B are .included to bring the 
characteristics of adjacent block B into A so that the block 
boundaries can be smoothed to reduce the block-edge 
artifact. 

When an eight neighbour filtering technique is applied, the 
filtered intensity value s2[i,j] of the pixel a is obtained by 
the following filtering equation [8]: 

+I +I 

L L,k[c,d].s1 [i+c,j+d] 
S l [i' j) :: .::,C=..:--'1"-!d:...::::.;;-...!.1~---:--------

+1 +1 

L, L,k[c,d] 
c:-1 d=-1 

(1) 

where k[c,d] represents the weight of the pixel at location 
(i+cJ+d) and k[c,d] is chosen by applying different criteria 
from method to method. We may call this mask of k[c,d] 
values as the filtering mask. The filtering equation (I) forms 
a low-pass filter with the mask. 

Reeve and Urn proposed the use of this low-pass filter along 
the block boundaries of decoded images with certain 
coefficients [6]. This filter is not necessarily optimal in 
reducing blocking artifacts. This approach tends to smooth 
the sharp block structure, which may be more acceptable in 
terms of reducing the blocking artifact, but it blurs severely 
the sharp edges of the image adjacent to the · block 
boundaries. 

The Laplacian method also uses the same filtering mask, 
but, the k[ c,d] coefficients are calculated using the 
Laplacian method [1]: 

(2) 

where the constant C is a normalisation factor, such that 

+I +I 

~ ~ k[c,d] = 1, 
c=-1d=-1 

(3) 

The k[c,d] coefficients calculated using the Laplacian 
method can be found in ·the paper by Avril and Nguyen
Trong [1]: 

2.2 Four Neighbour Filters 

The four neighbour filters are split into Laplacian four 
neighbour accounting filters with + and x forms, and they 
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are denoted by LFNAF + and LFNAFx, respectively. The 
LFNAF + filter uses only the vertical and horizontal 
k[ c,d] values of the filtering. These coefficients are 
calculated using the l.aplacian method using the 

condition c 2 + d 2 ::;; 1 [1]. The LFNAFx filter uses 
only the diagonal k[c,d] values of the mask. These 
coefficients are also calculated using the l.aplacian 

method with the condition c 2 = d 2
• 

2.3 Tzou's Method 

Tzou proposed a solution similar to that of Reeve and 
Lim's low-pass filter approach [9]. In his method, Tzou 
makes the observation that the frequency characteristics 
around vertical block boundaries are different from 
horizontal boundaries. Therefore, depending on the 
orientation of the block boundary, the eight 
neighbouring pixels have varying significance to the 
definition of the k[c,d} coefficients. Tzou suggests the 
k[ c,d] values that can-be found in [9]. 

The results from the eight neighbour filters (Reeve and 
Lim' method, LENAF), four neighbour filters (LFNAF + 
and LFNAFx) and Tzou 's method are compared in 
Section 5. In the following section, a new filtering 
method is proposed using the modified La grange's 
interpolation to reduce the blocking effect and to 
improve the visual quality of the reconstructed images 
further. This method was previously used in image 
restoration to increase the signal-to-noise ratio [8]. 

3. Proposed Method 

In the standard Lagrange's interpolation method the 
separability is assumed for the filtering kernel. That is, 
the coefficient k[c,d] is the product of L[c] and L[d], 
where L[c] and L[d] are the one-dimensional 
l.agrange 's coefficients in horizontal and vertical 
directions of the image plane, respectively. Therefore, 
Equation (1) can be written as follows [7,8]: 

+1 +1 
L, L,L£c).L[d].st£i+c,j+d] 

[ . ·1 C=-1d--1 
52 I, J = +I +I 

2, 2, L[c].L[d] 
c ~ -ld=-1 

(c, d) :t (0,0), 

where L[c] = IT (- p) , 
p=- t(c- p) 

(4) 

L[d] =IT (-q) 
q=-1 (d- q) 

and p "# c, q-::1: d. 
(5) 

If we use the pixels falling either in the ith row or jth 
column, p and q can· take the value zero. Thus L[c] and 
L[d] are zero. Therefore, the only pixels that can be used are 
the corner pixels, however, the other 4 pixels make a 
significant contribution to the pixel of interest at location 
(i,j) as they are much closer. It is advisable to use these 
pixels in the calculation of the pixel-values of interest and 
therefore the following modification is suggested. In the 
proposed method the k[c,d} values are calculated directly in 
the 2-dimensional space considering the Euclidean distances 
between the pixels. This is achieved by the following 
expression for k[c,d] [7]. 

(+1, + 1) .J p 2 + q 2 

k[c,d]= IT , 
(p,q)=(-1,-1) ~(c- p)2 + (d- q)2 

(6) 

where (p,q)-::!:(0,0), (c,d)-::~:(0,0), (p,q) "# (c,d), and 

c,d = 0,±1. 

Note that the proposed method, in contrast to the standard 
Lagrange's method, enables us to use all the eight 
neighbouring pixels in the computation of the coefficients 
(k[c,d] values). This mask can be directly applied along the 
block boundaries to reduce the blocking artifacts. 

It is clearly known that the blocking artifacts, although in its 
visual nature forms edge along the block boundaries, in its 
internal structure it is a noise. Therefore, reducing such 
noise in turn reduces the blocking artifacts. However, we 
must choose filter coefficients which can reduce the noise 
while maintaining the edge details along the block 
boundaries in order to minimise the blur caused by the liner 
filters. It has been shown in [7,8] that the Lagrange's filter 
coefficients have properties in reducing noise while 
maintaining the image edge details in the filtering area. 
Therefore, the use of l.agrange's filter can reduce the 
blocking artifacts (by reducing the noise) and maintain the 
edge details along the block boundaries. 

4. Performance Evaluation 

The performance evaluation of the various filtering 
techniques, covered in this paper, will be based on the PSNR 
and subjective assessment of the filtered and unfiltered 
reconstructed images. To provide an indication of the 
filtering techniques' ability to reduce the visible blocking 
effect, the so-called GB/M [10,11] will also be used, 
however it has been modified to adapt certain image 
properties. Both the PSNR and the GB/M are described 
briefly below. 
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4.1 Peak Signal-To-Noise Ratio 

In this paper, the performance measure called Peak 
Signal-to-Noise Ratio, denoted by PSNR is defined as 
follows: 

PSNR = 10 *log 10 ( 
255 

* 
255 l 

MSE I 

(7) 
where 

2: (f[i, j]- j[i, j]) 2 

MSE I,J 

M 
(8) 

where fl iJ] represents the intensity value of the pixel at 
A 

location (i,j) in the original image, f[i, j] represents 

the corresponding pixel intensity value in the filtered 
image and M represents the total number of pixels. 

The filtered image giving the maximum PSNR is, in 
general, considered to be the best. Considering the 
block-edge artifacts, Using PSNR alone may not be 
suitable, as the filtering along the block boundary can 
blur the boundaries and thus can reduce the PSNR. 
However, in this paper we use this criterion with the 
subjective quality evaluation and GB/M to analyse the 
results and to determine if the new method is a useful 
improvement compared to some other linear filters. 

4.2 Generalized Block Edge Impairment 
Metric (GBIM) 

In this section we propose a modification to the recently 
introduced GB/M for measuring block-edge artifacts 
presented in transform coded images. The values of 
GB/M ranges between the measures. of blur and block· 
edge artifacts, thus it has to be tuned to handle the 
situations (perceptually) where the non-coded original 
image has the blur regions and block-shape images. 

The modification includes the directional inter-pi11.el 
differences between the adjoining blocks and thus can 
interpret the strength of blocking artifacts when the 
image contain blur regions or block-shape images. 

For a given image, f = [ !cz /c2 ... feN ]. where /ci is the 
ith column of the image array and N is the width of the 
image, the directional inter-pixel difference between 
each of the vertical block boundaries is defined by 
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fcs -fc9 

1c16 -Jc17 

DJ = (9) 

lc(N-8) -Jc(N-7) 

where the ith element of J .. - 1 .. +
1 

is defined by the 
following moving average of the inter-pixel difference along 
the vertical adjoining block boundary: 

j dc,i -Jck+l,i 

I fck,i - fdc+l,i I+ I fck,i- fdc+l,i+l I+ fdc,i+l- fdc+l,i I 
3 

(10) 
and 

k=8,16, ... ,N-8 and i=J,2, ... ,N. 

A metric can be defined to measure the vertical blockiness 
by 

- [N /8-1 - - 2]112 
Mv =Fz>c!f= i~l lw;Ucsrfc8i+l>l • 

(11) 

where 11.11 is the 12 norm and W = diag[w1 w2 •• WNta-1] is a 
diagonal weighting matrix which takes into account the 
local spatial characteristics [12]. The weighting function 
used in this investigation is given by 

w . . = 
lo) 

1
l[l+.[li;;]if .. <" ~n 1 f.l,

1
_., 

1+a1.j • 

In 1 + 'ol otherwise 
[ 

..j255- f.l· ·] 
l+a .. 

'•l 

(12) 

at location (i, j), where ( is the selected average 

illuminance value where highest weight should be given to 
the distortion. The GB/M is devised to measure the presence 
and the severity of blocking artifacts whilst taking into 
account the luminance masking effects in extreme bright as 
well as extreme dark areas in a reconstructed image. 
According to [2], the coding distortions are most noticeable 
where the luminance value is around 81 in 8-bit grey-scale 
images. GB/M uses a simple and effective piece-wise 
natural log weighting function to accommodate the 
luminance masking effects, which works successfully in the 
post-filtering of decoded video images using projection onto 
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convex sets (POCS) algorithms[l3] and peaks at a user 

selectable luminance value (. Value 81 was used for 

( in [11] according to [2]. 

In equation (12) the A. is calculated by 

A. = ln(1 + .J255 - () 
ln(l+ 0 

(13) 

For vertical boundaries, the local means f.14i and f.l,. 1,i 

of the east and west adjoining blocks are determined 
from the means of the pixels within the two adjoining 
blocks of the current row, i.e. 

1 ~8 
J1 e i, j = - l..., J (i, X), 

8 ;c=j+l -

(14) 

/1 w i,j 
1 j - L f(i,x), 
8 IC=j-7 

(15) 

where.f(i,x) are the pixel values. Similarly, the standard 
deviations are defined as follows: 

[ 
8 ]112 

a•;,j = .!.. f,(.f(i,x)-p•;,j l 
8 z=j+l 

(16) 

.07) 

Another modification we suggest here, in contrast to 

GBIM, is that the standard deviation 0 ;,j at the vertiral 

boundary is estimated by 

o~.+o:' . o .. = 1,) l,J 
l,J 

(18) 
2 

The metric M. is further normalised by the average 
inter-pixel difference, E, between pixels that are not at 
block boundaries, resulting in vMGBIM. The formula to 
calculate E is defined as: 

(19) 

where 

[

N/8-1 - - 2]1/2 

S 1c = ~ llw; ( fc(8.i+/c) - fc(8.i+k+l) )11 • 
••I 

(20) 

where the directional inter-pixel differences are calculated 
using equation (1 0). 

A metric hMGBIM can also be similarly defined to measure 
the horizontal blockiness of the reconstructed video images. 
The blockiness metric used for the analysis of image 
reconstruction quality is given by MGBIM = a hMGBIM + 
{J vMGBIM. In the experiments, it was assumed that the 

human sensitivity to horizontal and vertical blocking 
artifacts were similar and therefore selected a = {J = 0.5 in 

calculating MGBIM. 

5. Experimental Results 

A control experiment is conducted here to compare the 
filtered results obtained by Reeve and Lim's method, 
LENAF, LFNAF with+ and x forms, Tzou's method and the 
proposed method. These comparisons are based on the 
PSNR, modified GBIM, and subjective assessment. 

In this experiment, images from the common test sequences 
Flower Garden, Trevor and Calendar are used. However, 
only the images of Hower Garden and Trevor are given in 
Figures 1, 2 and 3. Figures 2(a) and 2(b) show the 
reconstructions of the original images in Figures 1(a) and 
1(b) respectively, after DCTblock transform coding with the 
quantisation matrix shown in Table I, scaled by 16 for low 
bit rate [4]. The PSNR and the GBIM values of these 
reconstructed images are given in row 1 (which is labelled 
as 'coded') of Table 11. 

The reconstructed images are subsequently filtered by Reeve 
and Lim's method, LENAF, LFNAF+, LFNAFx, Tzou's 
method and the proposed method The PSNR and the GBIM 
values of these filtered images are given in rows 2 through 
to 1 of Table 11 respectively. Images filtered by the proposed 
method are given in Figs. 3(a) and 3(b). 

Let us first consider the PSNR values in columns 1, 2 and 3 
of Table 11. In most cases, as expected, the PSNR values of 
the filtered images are lower than that of the corresponding 
reconstructed images. This is because the low-pass filters 
blur the image contents while reducing the blocking 
artifacts, and as a result the PSNR value is decreased. 
However, the measure PSNR is used -in this paper just to 
compare the filtered results between different methods. 

Let us now consider the GBIM values in columns 1, 2 and 3 
of Table 11. These values show how much the blocking 
effects have been reduced in the filtered images by the 
existing and proposed methods. GBIM is based on weighted 
pixel differences along block boundaries that take local 
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spatial characteristics into account. The meaning of a 
GB/M value is interpreted as follows [10,11]. A value 
greater than 1 indicates that the filtered image is more 
blocky than the original, and a value smaller than 1 
means that it is smoother along the block boundaries 
and thus probably more blurred. Obviously, it is 
desirable to achieve a value closer to 1 that indicates the 
block-edge artifact reduction. 

Jmaaes Flower Garden ~or CaleDdar 
(1 12 (3 

Mechoclo PSNR GBIM PSNR GBIM PSNR GBIM 

Coded 24.165 1.890 32.446 9.311 23.186 2.399 
R've 22.871 0.886 
Lim 

32.363 2.295 22.282 1.190 

LENAF 23.127 0.964 32.444 2.561 22.470 1.266 
LENAF 23.677 1.177 32.626 3.663 22.848 1.503 

+ 
LENAF 23.323 1.115 32.451 2.687 22.613 1.400 

" TZOOI 23.674 1.106 32.453 2.867 22.822 1.382 
P'pc.d 23.321 1.053 32.246 2.070 21.942 1.15l 

Table II: Comparison of filtering methods. 

We can see from the values of GB/M that the proposed 
method yields values closer to 1 and this indicates tbat 
this method reduces the blocking effect more than the 
other methods without blurring the edges significantly. 

Overall, considering the PSNR and the GB/M values 
and the subjective viewing evaluation, we can say that 
the proposed method produces better results than the 
other methods. This indicates that the proposed method 
better achieves the stated aim of reducing the visual 
blocking artifacts. 

Another important point to note in Table II is that the 
Trevor image has very high GB/M values. This is due to 
one of the drawbacks of GB/M that it cannot 
differentiate blocked-shaped images from the blocking 
artifacts, especially when the boundary of a block
shaped image falls along the virtual block boundary. 
For example, in Trevor image the boundary of the 
block-shaped image (a vertical bar on the Right Hand 
Side), falls along · the virtual block boundary. This 
problem has been significantly resolved by the M GB/M. 

Comparison of GBIM and MGBIM 

In this section, an experiment is conducted to compare 
the quantitative distortion measures GB/M and MGBIM 
to show that the MGBIM is a significant improvement 
to GB/M in terms of differentiating block-shaped 
images from the blocking artifact. The original images 
of Flower Garden, Trevor, Calendar and Football are 
used in this experiment (See Figure 4). The reason for 
using the original images is to show that the GB/M can 
misinterpret the block-shaped images as blocking 
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artifacts. Therefore GB/M may not be reliable in certain 
cases and it needs some improvement. 

The normalized horizontal blockiness (hGBIM), normalized 
vertical blockiness (vGBIM) and normalized average 
blockiness (GBIM) values of the original images are 
calculated using GB/M and they are given in columns 2, 3 
and 4 of Table III. 

Images hG- vG- G- hM- vM- M-
BIM BIM BIM GBIM GBIM GBIM 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (8) (7) 

Flower 1.04 1.06 1.05 0.99 1.02 1.01 
Garden 
Trevor 1.01 3.14 2.07 1.01 2.26 1.63 

calen- 1.18 1.12 1.15 1.03 1.01 1.02 
der 

Foot. 1.05 1.07 1.06 1.01 0.99 1.00 
ball 

Table W: GB/M and MGBIM values of the original images. 

Since we use the original images, the expected hGBIM, 
vGBIM and GB/M values are l. But, the values greater than 
1 ~ow the presents of blocking artifacts in the original 
images and thus the GB/M does not truly represent the 
subjective evaluation. Especially, the vGBIM and GBIM of 
the image Trevor shows high blocking artifacts and it is due 
to the long vertical block-shaped image presented (RHS) as 
a part Qf the original image. This means that the GB/M has 
failed to distinguish this block-shaped image from the 
blOQIQng artifact. Similarly, The normalized horizontal 
bloclciness (hMGBIM), normalized vertical blockiness 
(vMGBIM) anct normalized average blockiness (MGBIM) 
values of the original images are calculated using MGBIM 
and they are given in the columns 5, 6 and 7 of Table m. 
From these val~es, we can see that the values are closer to 1 
than corresponding GB/M values and thus MGBIM gives 
higher correlation to the subjective evaluation compared to 
GB/M. In parti~ar, vMGBIM and MGBIM values of 
Trttvor image are significantly reduced, closer to 1. 

6. Concl'-lsion 

ln this paper, a new eight-neighbour symmetric post
filtering technique has been proposed to reduce the widely 
known blocldng effect while maintaining the sharpness of 
the reconstrocted image. Overall, the proposed method gives 
better results compared to the other eight neighbour, four 
neighbour and two neighbour filters in terms of 
computational complexity and reduction of the block-edge 
artifacts. The linear filters can be adaptively used depending 
on the segmentation of the images based on varying 
statistical characteristics of the blocks within an image. As 
the proposed filter gives better perfromance than other linear 
filters it will be useful when we use it with the segmentation 
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algorithms such as the one proposed by Meier, Ngan 
and Crebbin [3]. A modification is also suggested to 
improve the Generalised Block-Edge Impairment 
Metric in order to handle the situations where the 
images have block-shaped (e.g Trevor image sequence) 
sub-images. 
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(a) (b) 
Figure. 1: Original Images ofjlower garden and Trevor. 

50 100 150 200 250 300 350 

(a) (b) 
Figure. 2: Reconstructed Images ofjlower garden and Trevor with quantisation scaler 16. 

50 100 50 100 150 200 250 300 350 

(a) (b) 
Figure. 3: Images of flower garden and Trevor filtered by proposed method. 
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(a) (b) 

(c) (d) 

Figure 4: Original images of Flower Garden, Trevor, Calendar and Football. 
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Abstract: 

A software package based on the Continuous Wavelet Transform (CWT) for 2-dimensional scattering feature extraction 
is presented for wide-band stepped-frequency radar. The package can analyse ~imulated data and measured data using 
two types of mother wavelets for the wavelet transform, namely the Morlet wavcl~t and the Quadratic Spline wavelet. 
The Geometrical Theory of Diffraction model is recommended for the simulat~d {/t;zftJ, in the wavelet analysis. It is an 
excellent model and strictly related to the physics of non-dispersive mechaT!ism. Thf! transformed signals at specific 
scales are converted into the range domain to obtain multi-resolution down mnge prt!files. They describe the isolated 
responses of the object to the far field incident wave coming from the radar zystem. Target signatures can then be 
extracted from the local modulus maxima of the significant wavelet transform based range profile. A new signal 
processing technique is applied the package to recognize the 2-D distribution of scattering centres using translation 
invariant features of the multi-resolution range profiles. 

Key-words 

Continuous Wavelet Transform, Local Modulus Maxima, Geometrical Theory of Diffraction, Multi-Resolution 
Down-Range Profile, Radar, Non-Dispersive Scattering Centres. 

1. Introduction 

Radar is a technique for detecting and measuring the 
location and charac .• eristics of objects which reflect 
electromagnetic energy coming from an antenna system. 
The scattering mechanisms, which describe the 
behaviour of objects to the incident waves, can be 
separated into two major categories, namely dispersive 
and non-dispersive scattering mechanisms. For non
dispersive scatterers such as corners, edges, or specular 

This work was supported by the Defence Science & 
Technology Organization (DSTO), Salisbury, Adelaide, 
South Australia, under Contract No. 332720. 

reflections. their local scattering features, which 
represent most energy concentration, are located in the 
early time portion of the backscattered data and can be 
extracted from the local maxima of the target response in 
the time domain [22,23,24]. Their appearance is 
commonly clear and sharp in the time domain but spread 
out in the frequency domain. On the other hands, the 
frequency dispersive scattering of some radar absorbing 
materials or frequency dispersive structures such as ducts 
or inlets [1,2,22,23,24] will have an impulse response 
that is spread in the time domain but clear and sharp in 
the frequency domain. It gives the information of global 
features rather than local features about the object. The 
global features of target signatures have an advantage for 
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simple identification due to their aspect independent 
characteristics. However, they are represented with poor 
resolution and are very sensitive to noise. On the other 
hand, the local features are represented with high 
resolution and a clear appearance in the signal transform 
domain. They also have some drawbacks, being strongly 
source and aspect dependent. 

The inverse scattering problem of identifying objects in 
the far field using backscattered data has been of interest 
only for non-dispersive scattering mechanisms which 
reflect most energy of the incident wave. It is well known 
that at sufficiently high frequencies, a target can be 
approximated as a set of points on the object, namely 
isolated nondispersive scattering centres [6,7]. The 
response of the object is assumed to be a sum of the 
individual responses of scattering centres. The practical 
solution for the scattering problem is to recognise these 
individual responses of scattering centers. The 
recognition techniques that have been developed so far by 
a number of papers have concentrated on the down range 
profile for feature extraction (2,3,4,7,8,9,12,13,17,20,21]. 
They have described that the range profile seems to be 
suitable and efficient for the solution of the scattering 
problem. The range profile is defined as the conversion 
of the backscattered data into the range domain by a 
transformation or a fitting model. It presents the 
scattering distribution of the object along the radial 
distance, and provides information about the strength, 
location, and number of individual scattering centres. 
The crucial information about the object can be estimated 
from the local maxima of the response in the range 
profile. Some salient features extracted from this 
information can then be used as feature vectors for 
automatic target recognition [ 12, 13, 17]. 

The need for an efficient and robust solution to solve the 
inverse scattering problem has led to the development of 
a number of approximate methods. Two general models 
to characterise discrete scattering centres, namely the 
parametric scattering model and the non-parametric 
scattering model, have been introduced in a number of 
works [2,3,4,5,7,8,9,12,13,17,18,19,20,21]. The non
parametric scattering model commonly calculates the 
inverse discrete Fourier transform (IDFT) of the 
backscattered data in the frequency domain. The 
scattering centres are then obtained from a peak finding 
algorithm in the IDFT based down range profile which is 
the impulse response of the object. However, the IDFT 
processing results in range resolution which is limited to 
approximately c/2BW (c and BW denote the velocity of 
wave propagation and bandwidth respectively) [4]. 
Furthermore, the IDFT-based processing produces 
unwanted peaks in the impulse response of the target for 
the case of low signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). Also when 
the pulse repetition frequency (PRF) of the radar system 
increases, it creates the problem of range ambiguity. A 
good candidate to overcome the problems of the lOFT
based processing is the continuous wavelet transform 
(CWT), which is a variable resolution analysis. It 

samples data signals with sliding windows, which change 
their sizes according to prefixed scaling rules. The CWT 
is a well-known effective tool for the analysis of local 
sharp discontinuities in a signal. Therefore, in the case of 
backscattered data reflected from isolated scattering 
centres on the object, it can be a suitable tool for the 
extraction of the response of the object to an incident high 
frequency wave. In this paper, the CWT is applied to the 
stepped frequency backscattered data to obtain multi
resolution range profiles. The peaks corresponding to 
isolated scattering centres are then detected from the 
range profiles by the local modulus maximum algorithm 
[10,11]. These responses are strongly dependent on the 
nature of the object; therefore they are good candidates 
for creating feature vectors for the automatic target 
recognition task in radar signal processing. 

The parametric scattering model, is developed by fitting a 
properly chosen model locally to the backscattered data. 
It is described by a sum of exponentially damped 
sinusoids with time independent complex frequencies and 
excitation amplitudes [5] . Some statistically based 
algorithms have been applied to a discretized frequency 
domain waveform for examples the ARMA (auto
regressive moving average) model, MUSIC (multiple
signal classification), GEESE (generalised eigenvalues 
utilising signal subspace eigenvectors), Prony's method, 
and the GTD (geometrical theory of diffraction) -based 
model. In particular, Prony's method and the GTD-based 
model have been developed to model and estimate 
scattering centres from the backscattered data in a number 
of works [3,4,6,7,8,9]. Prony's method was presented 
for both 1-D and 2-D scattering estimation by a number 
of authors [3,4,7,8]. The 2-D Prony technique models the 
2-D frequency domain data of stepped-frequency radar 
systems (multiple angles, multiple frequency data, e.g. 
SAR/ISAR) using damped exponentials [7]. The model 
parameters (poles and amplitude coefficients) are 
estimated using a backward linear prediction approach 
and singular value decomposition. The major backward 
of this technique is that the number of scattering centres 
corresponding to the model orders is assumed in advance 
for the scattering extraction. Prony's method is also 
strictly applicable only in the case where specular 
reflections alone are important or in the case where all 
scattering centres are known to be of the same type of 
object geometry [3]. Therefore it does not generally and 
accurately represent diffraction scattering behaviours for 
wide relative bandwidth. The GTD based model, which 
is closely related to the physics of electromagnetic 
scattering, is an improved model in comparison to the 
Prony's method. The parameters of the model, which are 
obtained by mathematical approaches of matrix 
calculation, for example the maximum likelihood 
estimation or matrix pencil method [9] applied to 
measured data in stepped frequency radar, provide a 
physical description of the location and geometry of each 
scattering centre. It is a more accurate mean of 
determining the target signatures, which are strictly 
related to the physics of non-dispersive electromagnetic 
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scattering mechanisms. However, even though the GTD 
model describes more accurately the target behaviour, it 
is restricted to 1-D scattering estimation because of the 
computation .load [9]. The mathematical expressions for 
2-D models based on the GTD model are highly complex. 

In this paper, we describe a software package based on 
the CWT that has been developed for accurate 2-D 
scattering estimation. We present theoretical and 
numerical analyses of the continuous wavelet transform 
applied to backscattered data in the frequency domain 
corresponding to various incident angles using this 
package. Two sets of backscattered data corresponding to 
two different incident angles are required for the feature 
extraction and the 2-D scattering estimation. The wavelet 
transformed signal at a specific scale transformed to the 
range domain to obtain the significant down range profile. 
Local features are determined by applying the local 
maximum algorithm to the down range profile. The 
salient target signatures are extracted in terms of locations 
(also distance between the leftmost and rightmost 
scattering centre on- the range profile), amplitudes and 
number of scattering centers corresponding to appropriate 
peaks in the significant down range profile. In particular, 
we detect 2-D positions of scattering centres using the 
translation invariant characteristic of the CWT by an 
efficient method, which spends much less time for the 
calculation in the comparison to some other approaches 
based on fitting a properly chosen model locally to the 
backscattered data [7,8] such as the 2-D Prony model. It 
is also more accurate since the model order is not 
assumed in advance for the analysis. The parameters 
extracted from the simulation are then grouped to Cfeate 
feature vectors for automatic target recognition in radar 
signal processing. 

2. The continuous wavelet transform 

The Wavelet Transform belongs to a general class of 
linear signal transformations that can be represented in 
the form of an inner product as follows [1,15] 

CWT (a,b) = < f, lJf a,b > -= J f(t) lJI*a,b dt (l) 

where a, b E R; f is the signal to be analysed and 
lJI E L2 (R) is the mother wavelet , lJI* a,b is the 
complex conjugate of the modified dilated-translated 
version of the mother wavelet lJI; a is the scale and b Is 
the translation factor, i.e. 

'I' a,b (t) = lJf a<t-b) = lai-P lJI[{t-b)la] (2) 

where lai-P is an energy normalisation factor. 

From eqn.l, it can be seen that the transform is a mapping 
from a one-dimensional signal f into a two-dimensional 
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signal CWT which indicates the joint time-scale analysis 
function of the wavelet transform. 

The energy of the modified mother wavelet is calculated 
by [1] as follows, 

.... 
11 'I' @,1;! !12 ;;; laJ-2P J llJI[(t-b)/a] 12 dt 

= laJl-2p 11"' u2 (3) 

Different values of p have been chosen in the literature: 
C.K.Chui (1992a), I.Daubechies (1992), Y.Meyer (1993), 
and G.Kaiser (1994) use p=112; . S.Mallat, Zhong (1992) 
, R.Carmina, W.Hwang, B.Torresani, and P.Tchamitchian 
(1995) use p=l. When dealing with orthonormal bases of 
wavelets, the choice p=O is sometimes convenient [1]. If 
the value of p is chosen to be 112, then the energy in the 
mother wavelet is not changed by scaling and translation, 
and eqn.2 can be rewritten as follows, 

11' a,b (t) = 'I' a<t-b) = (li.JQ) 'Jf[(t-b)/a] (4) 

and the CWT of a signal f (in the time domain) can be 
expressed as -CWT(a,b) = (11./a) I f(t) l/f*[(t-b)la] dt (5) 

Applying the Parseval identity for signals in the frequency 
domain, the CWT of a signal F can be calculated from 
eqn.5 as -CWT(a,b) = [( .Ja) I (27t)] I F(ro) ~(aro) 

exp(jbro) dro (6) 

where ~(ro) is the Fourier transform of the mother 
wavelet 'lf{t). 

The chosen wavelet function has to satisfy the 
admissibility condition -c = J <l~(m)j2 1 lml> dm < oo (7) 

ln p:ractice, ~ ( (J)) will always have sufficient decay so 
th3.t tll~ admissibility condition reduces to the requirement 
!Mt. 

~(0) = 7 "'(t) dt = 0 (8) 

The signal ca!l be reconstructed by the inverse wavelet 
transform as follows --f (t) = (ll C) I J CWT (a,b) 'If a,b(t) 

(1fa2) da db (9) 

From this formula, we can observe that any f(t) from 
~(R) can be expressed as a superposition of translated 
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(time) and dilated (scale) wavelets. 

The Wavelet transform can have excellent localisation 
properties, in particular a sharp time localization at high 
frequency or a high temporal resolution at lower scales, 
and a high frequency resolution at higher scales. The 
Wavelet transform is also a very redundant representation 
since it is a 2-D expansion of a 1-D function. 

We have considered some popular wavelets which have 
been used in many applications such as, Haar, 
Daubechies, Gabor, Chirp, Spline wavelets. Although 
Daubechies wavelets are mathematically elegant and 
useful tools in image processing, they are not suitable for 
scattering analysis in radar due to their unsmoothing 
property. Similarly, Haar wavelets are also not suitable 
because they do not satisfy the requirement for the time
frequency localisation written by [14, 15]. 

To derive the best suitable mother wavelets for the 
analysis, we have investigated various types of wavelet 
function, namely the Quadratic Spline (a derivative of a 
smoothing function}, the cubic Spline, the 4th-order 
Spline, the Chirp, the Mexican-Hat, and the Morlet 
wavelet (the most popular wavelet for sinusoidal 
excitation). It is important to remark here that the Cubic 
and 4-order Spline wavelets defined in this paper are 
referred to as the Quadratic and Cubic Spline in many 
papers [15,16,25], whereas the used Quadratic Spline is a 
Simple-Spline expressed mathematically in eqn.12. 
There are several ways to define B-Spline functions. 
Typically, the m-th order B-Spline Nm are defined 
recursively by convolution as follows, 

3m-2 

'l'm(t} = L qk Nm(2t-k} (10) 
k=O 

(11) 

From that, the 1 '1 order B-Spline N1(t) is the Haar scaling 
function. The B Spline wavelets have many useful 
properties, some of which are sumarized below [25], 

• Compact support: supp 'l'm(t) = [0,2m-1] 

• They are symmetric for even m and anti
symmetric for odd m around centre (2m-1), 
namely, 

{
'l'm(t) = 'l'm(2m- 1 - t), 
'l'm(t) = -'l'm(2m -1 - t), 

for even m 
for odd m 

• They have vanishing moments: 
+-J 'l'm(t) ti dt = 0, i=0,1, .... m-1 

• B-Spline wavelets are semi-orthogonal 

The Quadratic Spline with continuous derivatives can be 
written as [16] 

2(t + 1)2 -1 s; t < -1/2 
- 6t2 - 4t -1/2 s; t < 0 

N(t)" { 6t2 - 4t OS:t<lh (12) 
- 2(t-1)2 lhS:t<1 
0 otherwise 

For the mathematical expression of the Cubic and 4th
order Spline wavelets, see [15,25]. 

Morlet (Gabor) wavelets belong to a broader class of 
wavelets known as Chirps, which are given by the 
formula 

Chirp(t)= exp(- at2 ). exp(j( 0\, t + t.i )) (13) 

The Morlet (Gabor) wavelet is obtained with 1.. = 0 in 
equation (13) 

Morlet(t) = exp(- at2
). exp( j-0\, t) (14) 

The Mexican-Hat wavelet is expressed by, 

(15) 

. .. 
0.2 

..... 

-0.4 

-o.~ -3 -2 -1 

Figure 1: Quadratic Spline Mother Wavelet 

Figure 2: Morlet Mother Wavelet (a=0.5; 0\,=2) 
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3. CWT-based range profile analysis 

Stepped-frequency radar systems designed for high 
resolution profiles require samples closely spaced in 
frequency. The transmitted signal is a contiguous 
repeating sequence of waveform segments, each of time 
duration T stepped of in frequency in n steps over some 
repetitive period nT. The set of sampled echo amplitude 
and phase measureme1,1ts made relative to each 
transmitted pulse can be transformed by the wavelet 
analysis into the range profile for the scattering 
extraction. 

The geometrical theory of diffraction (GTD) based model 
is well known as an appropriate model for high bandwidth 
backscattered data applications [9]. It calculates the 
frequency response of scattenng centers that are modelled 
by the GTD approach. It is a function of the discrete 
power 'Yn which is a frequency-dependent parameter 
characterizing the geometcy of the object. Its values of 
{ 0; ± 1/2; ±I; ± 3/2; etc} denote the type of scattering 
centres. The value of 'Yn of a corner is -1; of a curve is -
1/2; of a point, curve surfaced specular or straight edge 
specular is 0; of a curved plate at broad side is 112; a flat 
plate at broadside, dihedral is l; etc. The GTD based 
model for backscattered data provides both better 
scatterer location estimates and more information about 
scattering mechanisms than the Prony model. It can be 
expressed as a sum of complex damped exponentials in 
stepped-frequency radar [9] as follows, 

N 

S(k)= L An (jk)"fll exp(-j 2z. r n k) (16) 
n=l 

where S(k) is an m-by-1 vector of scattering 
measurements corresponding to transmit-receive 
polarisation pairs ; An is a complex scalar reflection 
strength of the n-th scattering centre of the object; . r p. 

is the .location of n-th scattering center referred to phase 
reference (center) on the object, i is the unit vector in 
the z direction; z .r n denotes the range of the n-th 
scatterer with respect to a phase reference:;; k= (!)'c is the 
wave number speed (c is the speed of light). Let the total 
electric field referred to the· phase ceiiter on the target 
with the wave number k be 

N 
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N 

E(k,z):::::: E0 {exp(jkz)/z} L An (jk )"fll 
n=l 

exp(-j2kz.1 n> (19) 

where An is a weighting coefficient determined by the 
scattering process (strength of scattering centres), 'Yn is a 
real number corresponding to the geometry of the n-th 
scattering centre, (jk)'Yll are frequency dependent 
components, which describe the diffraction and reflection 
mechanisms (for further details, see [6,9,17]), and z is the 
distance from the radar to the target in the pointing 
direction. 
By approximation to the GTD-based model in eqn.l6 
after normalizing the field to a given polarization and 
normalizing the. term (jk )'YD to a central reference wave 
number kr in order to obtain the same unit for (jk)'YD for 
any value of 'Yn , the backscattered data corresponding to 
the wave number sample k is given by, 

N 

E(k)= L An (jk I kr) 'YD exp( -j 2k z. r n> (20) 
n=l 
N 

E(k)= L An (j k/ kr)yn exp( -j 2k ~n) (21) 
n=l 

where ~n is the projection of r n onto the z pointing 
direction from radar to target. 
Eqn.21 can then be rewritten as follows, 

N 

E(k)= L,1Anlexp(jcpn) kr-'YD k'Yll exp{j[n·Yn'2-2k~n]} (22) 
IF! 

where An = 1An I exp(j «Pn) (23) 

The signal E is a function of the wave number k with 
dimension of radian/length (rad/m). .The solution for the 
range domain is found by converting it into the range 
domain with dimension of length in meters. 
Let the CWT transform the signal E in the k-domain into 
the range-scale domain, then eqn.6 can be rewritten as 
follows, -CWT(a,b)=[(.JQ)/(2n)] I E(k)fl>(ak) exp(jbk) dk (24) 

where E and 4> are the signal and the mother wavelet 
in the k-domain respectively. 

Esum(r) = E 0 L exp( -jkz. r q) ( 17) The CWT of signal in eqn.22 is calculated by 
n=l 

The backscattered field measured by a linearly polarised 
receiving antenna of. the radar system based on the 
geometrical theory of diffraction can then be expressed as 

N 

E(k,z):::::: (E0 /z) L An (jk)'YD 
n=l 

exp(-jkz.rn-jkz(z+r.>> (18) 

- N CWT(a,b) = [(.J'Q)/(2n)] I L IAn I exp(jcjln) 
-- n=l 

kr -yn k "fll exp{j[7t'Yn'2-2k ~n]} cl» (ak) exp(jbk)dk 

N 

= [(.[t;)/(2n)] exp{j[7t"fnl2]} L IAnl exp(jcjln) 
n=l 
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-kr -yn J k )'ll cl> ( ak) exp {jk[b-2~n]} dk (25) 

By shifting whole transformed signal to the centre 
referred to the central wave number, eqn.25 can be 
rewritten as 

N 

CWT(a,~)=[( .J£i")/(27t)]exp{j[1t'Yn12]} L IAnlexpGclln) 
n=l -kr-)'ll J k )'ll cl> (ak) exp{jk [~- ~n]} dk (26) 

Eqn.26 is the inverse Fourier Transform of the function 
{ k )'ll cl> ( ak)} into the range-scale domain with the range 
ambiguity c/2of, where Of is the frequency step of the 
radar system. The results is a 2-D image in the range
scale domain. The processing of this approach is 
introduced by cutting the image along the scale axis into 
many slices to obtain multi-resolution range profiles. 
Local features can then be extracted from the significant 
range profile (a _slice of the scale-range image 
corresponding to a specific scale proportional to the 
number of frequency samples in the observation) by the 
local modulus maxima algorithm with an appropriate 
threshold level. They provide crucial information about 
the scattering centres for automatic target recognition. 

The CWT of a point or a straight edge specular ( Yn = 0 ) 
is calculated as follows, -CWT0(a,~)=[(.Jti)/(27t)] IA0 I expO cjl0 ) J exp{jk[~-~]} 

<I> (ak) dk = (li.J£1) IA0 1 expQcjl0 ) 'I' a(f-t/a) (27) 

where Et = ~- ~0• and 'I' a(Et I a) is the dilated version 
of the mother wavelet versus scale a. 
For the case of Morlet wavelet, eqn.27 can be rewritten as 
follows, 

CWT0(a,~) = (11./a) IA0 1 expQcjl0 ) exp(-cx((Etlal} 
expQk.,(Etla)) (28) 

Eqn.28 has a local maximum at Et= 0, or ~ = ~o- The 
location of scattering center in the multi-resolution range 
profiles is independent of values of scale a. 

The CWT of a flat plate at broadside ( Yn = 1 ) is 
calculated as follows, 

CWT1 (a.~)=[( .J{i)/(21t)]IA11expGcllt) kr-1 -exp[j7t/2] J kexp{jk[~-~11} <I> (ak) dk 

= 0/(kr./a )) lA 1l expG«P1) 'I'' aCE2/a) (29) 

where E2 = ~-~ 1 and 'I'' a(Eva) is the derivative of the 
dilated version of the mother wavelet vesus scale a. 

Similarly, for the case of Morlet wavelet, eqn.29 has a 
local maximum at E2 = ~- ~1 = 0, or ~ = ~1- The 
location of scattering centres in the multiresolution range 
profiles is independent of values of scale a. 

The CWT of a corner ( Yn = -1) is calculated as follows, 

CWT_1(a,~) = [(.JQ)/(27t)] IA_1I expG«P-1> kr -exp[ -j7t/2] J (1/k) exp{jk[~-~-1]} cl> (ak) dk 

e3 

=(-jkrf.J{i)IA_11expQcp_1) J 'l'a(Eya}dE3 (30) 

where E3 = ~- ~-1 

Similarly, for the case of Morlet wavelet, eqn.30 has a 
local maximum at E3 = ~ - ~-1 = 0, or ~ = S-1- The 
location of scattering centres in the multiresolution range 
profiles is independent of values of scale a. 

Very clearly, eqn.28, 29, and 30 have proved the 
translation invariant characteristic of the projection of 
scattering centers on the z direction from radar system to 
target in the multiresolution CWT -based down range 
profiles. It also means that at a certain incident angle, 
the locations of the projections of scattering centers on 
the z direction do not change in the multiresolution CWT
based range profiles corresponding to various values of 
scale a in the wavelet transform. This approach is also 
represented from the simulation results in Figures 8 and 9. 

4. 2-D Scattering Extraction using 
the Translation Invariant Feature of 
the Continuous Wavelet Transform 

Let scattering centers of an object be distributed in a 2-D 
scattering plane, which has coordinates (x and y axes) 
referred to the phase centre in Figure 3. The projection of 
scattering centres onto the pointing direction z from radar 
to the object is equivalent to rotation of axes by an angle 
corresponding to the incident angle e. The 
transformation of coordinates can be expressed by the 
matrix transform as follows, 

[
z] [ cos(B) 
v = - sin(O) 

sin(O)][x] 
cos(O) y 

Then backscattered field corresponding to the projection 
of scattering centers onto z axis can be expressed by, 

N 

E(k,9) = L An Gklkr))'ll exp(-j2k~n) 
n=l 

N 

= L An Gklkr))'ll exp(-j2k[xn cos(9) + Yn sin(9)]) (31) 
n=l 
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where x. and Yn are the coordinates of the n-th scattering 
center in the (x,y) coordinates of the scattering plane. 
Eqn.31 can be rewritten in polar coordinates as, 

N 

E(k,8) = L An (jklkrfil1 

n=l 

exp( -j2k[r. cos( q>.) cos(8) + r. sin( q>.) sin(8)]) 

N 

= L An(jk!kr)'fn exp{ -j2k[r. cos(8 - q>.)]) (32) 
n=l 

where <P. and r. are the angle and magnitude of the n-th 
scattering center in the polar coordinates of the scattering 
plane respectively. Obviously we get 

where 8 is incident angle and <Pn is toe ~n~Ie between r n 
and the horizontal axis in the 2-R c:oordinates. Then, the 
backscattered data corresponding to incidllnt angle_l (81) 
and incident angle_2 (82) can be -el!,pre~sed respectively as 
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n=l -kr-yn J kyn «<> (ak) exp{jk [~-~nil} dk (36) 

n=l -kr-yn J k'Yl1 «<> (ak) exp{jk [~- ~n21} dk (37) 

Using the translation invariant characteristic of the CWT 
applied to the backscattered data, which has been proved 
in eqn.28, 29, and 30, the projection distance 
corresponding to incident angle_l and incident angle_2 
of n-th scattering center, ~nl and ~n2 can be extracted 
completely from the CWT-based range profiles as 

(38) 

(39) 

Hence, the angle and magnitude of the n-th scattering 

EJ(k,81)=f An (jklkr)yn exp{-j2k ri!cos(8J-(j)n)) (34) center in the 2-D scattering plane can be calculated by 

n=l 

q>. = arctan{[~n1cos(82)- ~n2cos(8J)] I 

E2(k,82)=f An (j~r)yn exp(.j2lc rncos(O~=q>.)) (35) [~n2sin(8J)- ~nlsin(82)]} (40) 

rr-1 

Figure 3: 2-D scattering plane and incident wave 

The multiresolution CWT-based range profiles 
corresponding to the two incident angles above can be 
calculated by, 

(41) 

Two vectors r=[r1. r2 ..... rn-l, r.]T ,and q>=[q>1, q>z. ... , <Pn-l, q>.]T 
present the 2-D reconstructed scattering distribution of 
the target from the CWT-based range profiles. 

5. Demonstration of the Computer 
Package and Simulation Results 

5.1 Flowchart and User's Menu Window 

The computer code for the package was developed in the 
MATLAB environment with the main objective of being 
user-friendly. The menu-window consists of fourteen 
steps, which can be seen in Figure 5. The first five steps 
are used for the simulation of backscattered data based on 
the GTD model in a stepped frequency radar system. 
The amplitude vector can be a real or complex vector. 
The range vector corresponding to scattering centres, 
which are represented in the 2-D plane, is measured in 
metres. The geometrical-type vector is a dimensionless 
vector describing the geometry of the target observed 
from radar system. The package can also simulate data 
corresponding to flight angle 8 (Figure 3) viewed from 
the radar to the zero phase centre of the target. It is 
measured in radians. We remark here that to extract the 
location of scattering centres in the 2-D plane, the 
package needs two sets of backscattered data 
corresponding two different flight angles for the wavelet 
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Flight_Angle_l = 81 
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Figure 4: Flow-chart of the simulation. 
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backscattered data in the stepped frequency radar. It can 
be defined as R.. = c I {2 (df)}, where c is the speed of 
wave propagation. If the projection on the pointing 
direction of the actual size target exceeds the 
unambiguous range, or if the incident angle produces any 
overlap of scattering centres, aliasing will occur in the 
range profile and the scattering distribution cannot be 
solved. In such case, another attempt is needed for the 
scattering extraction. 

5.2. Numerical demonStration 

transform calculation. They can be created by setting the 
flight_angle_1 (91) and the difference of flight_angles 
(.:19, the modified flight_angle also), which is 
recommended to be a few degrees for a reliable analysis. 
The parameters of the radar system are defined by the 
starting frequency (Hertz), frequency step (Hertz), and 
number of frequency samples of the observation. The 
signal-to-noise ratio of the system is given by dB values. 
It should also be noticed here that in the case of the 
package being used for two sets of measured data, the 
parameters of the radar system should be specified for the 
calculation as well by following the instructions in step 6 
in Figure 5. To generate a 2-D scattering distributions, two 

., ••• ~~ backscattered data sets corresponding to two different 
! incident angles are always required for the wavelet 

Figure 5: User's Menu Window of the Package 

The data can be analysed .by the Morlet (Gabor), and the 
quadratic spline wavelets, which can be chosen in the step 
8 or 9from the menu window. Step 10 demonstrates the 
multiresolution of the CWT of data. The local maxima of 
all typical scale range profiles are extracted and 
represented on the same axis for coincident detection of 
the scattering centres. Feature vectors extracted from the 
transform are displayed on the MA TLAB window, and 
consist of the location vector of scattering centres in the 
complex plane, the magnitude vector, the · leftmost
rightmost distance, and the number of scattering centres. 

Unambiguous range. 

The range profile axis is limited by the unambiguous 
range, which depends on the frequency step df of the raw 

analysis. One is the data corresponding to incident 
angle_1 (91), the other one is corresponding to the 
modified incident angle_2 (92), which is different from 
the incident angle_l by a few degrees (the modified 
angle) depending on the resolution of the unambiguous 
range. In order to demonstrate the performance of the 
software, a computer simulation used two backscattered 
data with a signal to noise ratio (SNR) of 10 dB collected 
from a 256 step frequency signal. They were assumed to 
be reflected from a scaled aircraft model (Figure 3). We 
simulated two cases of different incident angles (91) to 
find out the similar scattering distribution of the simulated 
target. The starting frequency and frequency step are 
chosen to be 10 Ghz and 20 Mhz, respectively, therefore 
the bandwidth of the system stretches from 10 Ghz to 
15.12 Ghz. The aircraft model consists of one corner 
(geometry = -1 ), three curves (geometry = -112 ), two 
straight edge speculars (geometry = 0 ), one flat plate at 
broadside (geometry = 1) and two curved plates at 
broadside (geometry = 1/2 ) scattering centres. 

Table 1: Parameters based on the GTD model. 

Table 1 gives information about the aircraft model. Table 
2 gives numerically the reconstructed distribution of nine 
scattering centres corresponding to two different values of 
incident angle_1, 58 and 85 degrees. The modified angle 
is chosen to be 5 degrees for both cases in the simulation. 
They are also represented in Figure 13 and Figure 14, 
respectively. It can be seen in both cases that the 
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scattering distribution reconstructed from the CWT -based 
range profiles has small error in the comparison with the 
original distribution. This result also contributed for the 
aspect-independent scattering extraction of this approach. 

s Reconstructed 2-D Scattering Distribution 
c from the CWT -based Range Profiles 

9=(5 8/180)Radian 9=(85/180)Radian 
1 (-1.0070 '0.9587) ( -0.9681 • 1.0147) 
2 (-0.5071 '0.4730) (-0.6525. 0.5147) 
3 ( -0.5221 '-2.2922) ( -0.4383 -2.3088) 
4 (1.1842 ' -2.6995) (1.2362 • -2.6029) 
5 (0.4889 -1.1899) (0.6229 • -1.1912) 
6 (1.3222 -1.0863) (1.3030 '-1.0735) 
7 (0.8658 -0.5237) (0.6537 ' -0.4853) 
8 (1.8731 '-0.1126) (2.0164 • -0.1912) 
9 (1,3227 1.6532) (1.0875 ' 1.7206) 

Table 2: Reconstructed 2-D scattering distribution 
corresponding to tw~ different incident angles. 
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Figure 6: Backscattered data and its CWT -based range 

profile corresponding to 58-degree angle ea.). 
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Figure 7: Backscattered data and its CWT-based range 

profile corresponding to 63-degree angle (6z). 

Figure 6 and Figure 7 present the backscattered data and 
the CWT -based range profiles corresponding to the 

incident and modified incident angles (58 and 63 
degrees). It can be seen that the scattering centers cannot 
be extracted directly from the raw backscattered data in 
the frequency domain. They are very sensitive to the 
noise level and the incident angle observed from the radar 
system. However, they appear very clearly in the range 
domain (Figure 11, Figure 12), which are derived from 
the continuous wavelet transform of the backscattered 
data. They are represented as sharp peaks in the range 
domain, showing the response of the scattering centers on 
the target to the far field incident wave coming from the 
radar system. Figure 8 represents the image of the CWT 
of the data in the transform domain 

Image cf the CWT of a.:Uc.ttered-Oatli 

-3 -2 -1 1 2 
Range in Metre INCIDENTflGLE_1 

Figure 8: Image of the CWT of backscattered data 
corresponding to 58 degree angle (91). 

Figure 9: Coincident local maxima of 4 typical scale 
range profiles corresponding to 58-degree angle. 

A coincident detection from various scales is successfully 
applied to locate exactly the projection of scattering 
centers on the radar pointing direction to the target 
(Figure 9, Figure 10). The solid lines, stars, circles, plus 
signs in Figure 9 and Figure 10 represent the local 
maxima of 4 multiresolution range profiles from top to 
bottom of Figure 11 and Figure 12 respectively. This 
result agrees with the theoretical analysis of the 
translation invariant feature of the multi-resolution range 
profiles in section 3 of this paper. We can see clearly the 
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coincident peaks in the range profiles corresponding to 
nine scattering centers at four typical scales. Figure 13 
and· Figure 14 represent results for the cases of two 
different incident angles. 

local Mlxlrn1 of Four Typlcll ScaJI RtpriHrtatlonl of Rang• Prof .. 

1.0 

1.6 • 

1.4 

Figure 10: Coincident local maxima of 4 typical scale 
range profiles corresponding to 63-degree angle. 

Figure 11: Multi-resolution range profiles (58degrees) 
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Figure 12: Multi-resolution range profiles (63degrees) 
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Figure 13: Reconstructed 2-D scattering distribution 
compared to the original data (58 degrees) 

Figure 14: Reconstructed 2-D scattering distribution 
compared to the original data (85 degrees). 

6. Conclusions 

A software package based on the Continuous Wavelet 
Transform for 2-D scattering feature extraction in a 
stepped frequency radar has successfully been developed. 
We propose an efficient technique using the translation 
invariant characteristic of the multi-resolution range 
profiles for 2-D scattering estimation. The results show a 
good agreement between the 2-D reconstructed scattering 
distributions extracted from the CWT-based down range 
profiles, and the original distribution. The significant 
contributions of this paper are the new approach of the 
multi-resolution applied to radar scattering problems, and 
an efficient method to extract aspect-independent 
scattering features. In particular, the computational load 
of this wavelet transform based approach (about two 
times the 1-D range profile calculation) is much less than 
the well known 2-D Prony method, which have been 
proposed by some authors [3,4,7,8] for 2-D backscattered 
data. The technique also provides a robust method based 
on the CWT for 2-D scattering extraction in the 
centimeter wave radar. 
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PhD 
The Controller Output Error Method 
Hans Christian Asminn Andersen 
Supervised by Dr Louis Wesphal in the field of 
Electrical Engineering 

This thesis proposes the Controller Output Error Method (COEM) for adaptation of 
neural and fuzzy controllers .. Most existing methods of neural adaptive control employ 
some kind of plant model which is used to infer the error of the control signal from the 
error at the plant output. The error of the control signal is used to adjust the controller 
parameters such that some cost function is optimised. Schemes of this kind are generally 
described as being indirect. 

Unlike these, COEM is direct since it does not require a plant model in order to calculate 
the error of the control signal. Instead it calculates the control signal error by performing 
input matching. This entails generating two control signals; the first control signal is 
applied to the plant and the second is inferred from the plant's response to the first 
control signal. The controller output error is the difference between these two control 
signals and is used by the COEM to adapt the controller. 

The method is shown to be a viable strategy for adaptation of controllers based on 
nonlinear function approximation. This is done by use of mathematical analysis and 
simulation experiments. It is proven that, provided a given controller is sufficiently close 
to optimal at the commencement of COEM -adaptation, its parameters will converge, and 
the control signal and the output of the plant being controlled will be both bounded and 
convergent. Experiments demonstrate that the method yields performance which is 
comparable or superior to that yielded by other neural and linear adaptive control 
paradigms. In addition to these results, this thesis shows the following: 

• The convergence time of the COEM may be greatly reduced by performing more than 
one adaptation during each sampling period. 

• It is possible to filter a reference signal in order to help ensure that reachable targets are 
set for the plant. 

• An adaptive fuzzy system may be prevented from corrupting the intuitive 
interpretation upon which it was originally designed. 

• Controllers adapted by COEM will perform best if a suitable sampling rate is selected. 
• The COEM may be expected to work as well on fuzzy controllers as it does on neural 

controllers. Furthermore, the extent of the functional equivalence between certain 
types of neural networks and fuzzy inference systems is clarified, and a new approach 
to the matrix formulation of a range of fuzzy inference systems is proposed. 
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Biological neural systems have been an inspiration for the implementation of artificial 
intelligent systems. The analog VLSI (A VLSI) design methodology tries to emulate the 
functionality of biological systems. · This dissertation concerns the implementation of 
biologically oriented computer vision algorithms using silicon integrated circuit 
technologies. In addition to presenting the specific outcomes of the research, effort has 
been made to solidify the knowledge in the area into a systematic design methodology, 
and to identify and highlight some of the neglected drawbacks in the area of A VLSI, as 
future development of systems using A VLSI concepts will heavily rely on addressing 
these points. 

Two specific early vision tasks, motion detection and contrast enhancement, which have 
been implemented during this research, are reviewed. VLSI design requirements for 
implementing biological vision are recognised. The capabilities of current VLSI 
technologies for implementing these systems, and circuit design methodologies suitable 
for this task are described. 

A systematic view of all design levels, from the pixel level to the architectural level of 
vision chips are presented. Important issues in the design of analog VLSI (A VLSI) vision 
chips, including mismatch and digital noise, are highlighted and addressed. 

Several vision . chips have been designed, fabricated, and tested during the course of this 
research. Some of these chips are based on models of the motion detection mechanisms in 
the fly visual system, more specifically the ''Template model". These motion detection 
chips are designed in a hybrid analog/digital design framework. One chip also explores 
shunting inhibition models of the early visual layers in the retina, and shares many of the 
characteristics of the natural counterparts. This chip is designed within the A VLSI design 
framework using subthreshold CMOS devices. The performance of new circuits for 
analog front end processing are evaluated using several test structure chips. Test results 
from these chips are used to derive conclusions regarding the suitability of the design 
techniques and circuits used in the implementation. 
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PhD 
Long term exploration and use of a text editor 
Richard C Thomas 

Institution: The University of Western Australia 
Department: Department of Computer Science 

The text editor has been the subject of considerable research in human computer 
interaction. This has varied from work on novice learning right through to expert 
performance modelling. However long term studies of users in a natural setting are very 
rare indeed. 

This thesis describes the use of the an editor over a three year period by a cohort of 
computer science students. The basic unit of data is the command - defined to range from 
a mouse click to a regular expression operator. Data was collected continuously as a 
sequence of commands with the time recorded every few minutes. 

A model of normalised vocabulary has been developed, showing the number of commands 
in regular use by each person varied little throughout the years of the study. Furthermore 
it appears to take years to produce power users. Relative frequencies of commands fit an 
exponential function. 

Within this rather static picture, there was clearly slow but steady change. For instance, 
users explored new commands throughout the study although their vocabulary remained 
fairly constant in numerical terms. Therefore the users tended to drop some commands 
while electing to use others. 

It is evident that over the cohort, gradual change in command popularity did occur. 
Although the changes were reasonably smooth at the population level, individual people 
made sharp crossovers between complementary file-write methods. 

Those who had a more thorough practice of the alternatives during their first stages of 
interaction were more likely to switch methods later on. 

On the other hand, observations from the first hours of interaction strongly support the 
ideas of a minimalist introduction to the editor - students over-explored and took a long 
time to find important commands. Thus it appears there is a conundrum between early 
settling into a pattern and long term flexibility. 

The Zone of Exploration Model is offered to help explain the findings. Another model 
considers the role of serendipity in performance improvement. Suggestions are made to 
improve long term flexibility. Variability in tasks and the software used by individuals 
may be an inexpensive means of promoting adaptability. 
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The bake colour of biscuits is important to the biscuit industry, since it determines the 
products' appearance, texture and aroma. The bake inspection task has traditionally been 
performed by a trained human inspector, but there are many disadvantages to this 
approach. We thus propose a novel colour bake inspection system, which comprises of a 
colour imaging system, a hybrid artificial neural network system of a self-organising map 
and a feed-forward neural network, and a colour histogramming process. The system is 
an extension of the monochrome bake inspection system developed in our previous 
research. 

This research examines the procedures and issues involved in the proposed colour bake 
inspection system. We also develop the colour and the monochrome bake inspection 
systems for two biscuit types to demonstrate the feasibility of the proposed systems, 
and to compute the performances of the systems with that of the human inspectors. The 
performances of the two systems also compared to determine any performance 
improvement in the colour system. Furthermore, we also provide the first unbiased 
study of the effectiveness of the validation training technique, commonly known as cross
validation training, in preventing over-training and preserving generalisation in real-world 
applications with noisy data and excessive network weights. 

We found that the colour bake inspedion system practically performs equally well as the 
monochrome system for the two biscuit types tested, although the colour system could 
perform better than the monochrome system in other biscuit types. Both systems 
perform significantly better than the human inspectors. We also found that the validation 
training technique is effective in real .. world applications. 
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Calendar 

INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE ON 
COMPUTATIONAL INTELLIGENCE FOR 

MODELLING, CONTROL AND 
AUTOMATION 

Conference dates: 17 - 19 February 1999 

Venue: Vienna, Austria 

Further Information: 
CIMCA '99 Secretariat 
School of Computing & Information 
Technology 
Monash University 
Gippsland Campus 
Switchback Road 
Churchill Vie 

E-mail: cimca99@fcit.monash.edu.au 
http://www-gscit.fcit.monash.edu.aul 
conferences/cimca99 

SPIE 
13th Annual International Symposium on 

Aerospace/Defense Sensing, Simulation and 
Controls 

Conference dates: S-9 April 1999 

Venue: Orlando, Florida. USA 

Further Information: 
Customer Service Department 
SPIE 
PO Box 10 
Bellingham, WA 98227-0010 USA 

Tel: (1) 360/676-3290 
Fax: (1) 360/647-1445 
E-mail: info-spie-request@spie.org 
www.spie.orglinfo/or/ 

ICASSP'99 
1999 IEEE International Conference on 
Acoustics, Speech, and Signal Processing 

Conference dates: 15 - 19 March 1999 

Venue: Civic Plaza, Hyatt Regency 
Phoenix, Arizona. USA 

Further Information: 
Conference Management Services 
3109 Weschester A venue 
College Station, TX 7784507919 
USA 

Tel: ( 409) 693-6000 
Fax: (409) 693-6600 
E-mail: mercer@conf-mgmt.com 
http://icassp99 .asu.edu 

ARITH14 
14th IEEE Symposium on Computer 

Arithmetic 

Conference dates: 14 - 16 April 1999 

Venue: Hotel Adelaide International 
North Adelaide, SA 

Further Information: 
Neil Burgess 
Dept of Electrical and Electronic 
Engineering 
The University of Adelaide 
Adelaide SA 

E-mail: neilb@eleceng.adelaide.edu.au or 
arith 14@eleceng.adelaide.edu.au 

http://www .ecs.umass.edu.ece/arith 14/ 
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INFORMATION FOR AUTHORS 
The Australian Journal of Intelligent Information Processing Systems (AJIIPS) is published quarterly. The aim of 
AJIIPS is to publish papers describing theory, methods and techniques, applications and tutorial presentations in 
a range of areas relating to computer engineering and computer science. AJIIPS publishes full papers, short notes 
and survey articles. Specific areas include but are not limited to: Artificial Intelligence, Artificial Neural 
Networks, Computer Science, Fuzzy Systems and Virtual Reality. 

All papers will be reviewed by at least two reviewers and one of the editors. Decisions as to the suitability of 
the papers will be made by the Editor in Chief. 

Papers should be clearly presented, consistent with giving proper description of the primary contribution. 
Theory papers should be based on clear, formal foundations; methods and techniques papers should indicate the 
novelty and advantage of the technique; applications papers should present appropriate results and evaluation 
of performance; tutorial papers should be clearly presented to a reader with a general background in all areas of 
interest but no prior background in the specific topic. 

SUBMISSION OF TECHNICAL PAPERS 
Manuscripts must be written in English. The papers should be original work, not appearing in any other journal, 
although extended versions of conference papers may be considered. The authors are expected to obtain a 11 
relevant copyright releases for any copyrighted material included in their paper. 

Potential authors should send to the Editor in Chief four (4) copies of the complete manuscript. The paper, 
including an abstract, should not exceed 20 pages double spaced, in Times 10 point font. To allow for anonymous 
refereeing, a separate page should be included containing the authors' names, affiliations, including e-mail 
address, manuscript title and abstract. Authors' names and affiliations should not appear en the manuscript. 
Submissions by more than one author should indicate the author to whom the correspondence will be addressed. 
Each paper must start with an abstract, no more than 200 words, that summarises its content. The key words 
should represent the content of the whole article and be characteristic of the terminology used within the 
particular field of study. 

There will be no charge for published papers. 

For full Instructions to Authors, please contact: 
Professor Yianni Attikiouzel 
Editor in Chief, AJIIPS 
Dept. of Electrical & Electronic Engineering 
The University of Western Australia 
NEDLANDS WA 6907 
Tel: +61 8 9380 3897 Fax: +618 9380 1168 
E-mail: ajiips@ee. uwa.edu.au 
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MANUSCRIPT PREPARATION 

At the time of acceptance, authors will be requested to provide a technical biography and a photograph of each 
author of the paper (except for Short Notes). The final, camera-ready document should conform to the 
presentation standard set out below. The first page should include the title in Helvetica, 18 point, bold and 
authors' names and affiliations in Times, 12 point, bold and italics (a sample page can be obtained from the 
address below). 

Submission, in camera-ready form, should conform to the following rules: 

1. Laser-printer quality oh one side of A4 paper with margins: left and right - 1.8 cm, top - 2.3 cm, bottom -
1.8cm. 

2. Text should be in Times Roman, 10 point font, in two column layout with 0.63 cm gap. 

3. Headings should be left-justified and use Helvetica font varying as follows: 

1 
1.1 
1.1.1 
1.1.1.1 

Level One Heading -14 point bold 
Level Two Heading - 12 point bold 
Level Three Heading - 10 point bold 
Level Four Heading - 10 point italics 

4. A short abstract should be provided, 100-200 words, in one column, 10 point Times Roman font, in italics, 
with the abstiact keywords in bold. Note that short papers (or short notes) require a shorter abstract of 
up to 50 words. 

5. Footnotes should be numbered and should appear, in 9 point Times Roman font, at the bottom of 
respective columns. 

6. Standard abbreviations should be used if possible, and nonstandard abbreviations must be defined before 
being used. All units of measurement should be metric. 

7. Originals for illustrations should be clear and of good quality. Figures should use centered captions in 10 
point Tunes Roman font, with the words Figure 1 in bold (see sample page). Tables should be numbered 
using upper case Roman numerals, with the table heading (in the same format as for figures) appearing 
below the table. 

8. References should appear as the last section at the end of the paper. They should be sorted by author, 
and numbered with arabic numerals in square brackets [1]- see the sample page. 

Style for papers: author(s) - surname separated by a comma, followed by the initials, title (between 
double quotes), journal title, volume, inclusive page numbers, month and year. 

Style for books: author(s), title, location, publisher, year, chapter or page numbers (as appropriate). 

For further informtion please contact: 
Professor Yianni Attikiouzel 
Editor in Chief, AJIIPS 
Dept. of Electrical & Electronic Engineering 
The University of Western Australia 
NEDLANDS WA 6907 
Tel: +61 08 9380 3897 Fax: +61 08 9380 1168 
E-mail: ajiips@ee. uwa.edu.au 
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forum for providing latest information on research developments and related activities in the 
design and implementation of intelligent information processing systems. 

The areas of interest include, but are not limited to: 
• artificial intelligence 
• artificial neural networks 
• computer science 
• fuzzy systems 
• virtual reality 

The journal publishes both theoretical ·and application-oriented papers in diverse areas related to 
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